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AAUP committee report

Faculty salaries_
rising too slowly
By Todd Dalt
Faculty salary increases have
"rarely exceeded the rate of
inflation" in the last decade,
according to the 1979-80 economic
report compiled by the local
American Association of
University Professors (AAUP)
chapter.
The report and executive
recommendations, which will be
proposed to AA UP members on
Oetober 23, said that pay for UNH
faculty members ten years ago was
$ 1000 below the average .of the
other five New England
universities.
UNH is now $3500 below the
. New England state universities
compensation average.
Paul Brockelman, chairman of
AAUP's executive committee· at
UNH, said compensation for
University President Evelyn Handler smiles as she receives the symbolic key to Wilrose Farms from
UNH professors must be
William Rosenburg, owner of the 528 acres of land in East Kingston and Kingston. Rosenburg, the founder of
equivalent to the New England
Dunkn Donuts, mingled with University administrators during yesterday's dedication ceremonies. (Bill
Hill photo)
average or the. quality of education
at the University is threatened.
"The University administration
and trustees have insisted on
purely merit raises. When you get
merit raises less the cost of living,
it's all a question of who gets a
By George Newton
CoJlege Road and the heating bigger demotion," Brockelman
draftsman with PPO&M, said,
Several academic buildings on
"Exterior work on the heating
systems in the buildings are all said.
.
campus will be without heat until
project was supposed to be
tested.
The draft copy of the economic
October 20 because work on the
buttoned up for the heating start
"Like a new car out of the report dated October 9, 1980 was
new UNH heating system is up date of October· I5."
factory, there are small problems compiled by three professors.
unfinished.
"The old steam lines were to be
caused by gasket leaks and human
Albert Luloff, assistant
Parsons Hall, McConnell Hall,
replaced with 12 inch low HEATING, page 21
profe·ssor of Community
the Paul Creative Arts Center, the
temperature
hot water heat
pipes;"
Ann Ury, associate
__
Plante said. "Peripheral
was ,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Development,
Horton Social Science Center and
the MU B will be without heat for
to be supplied to the buildings."
five days when the University's
Workmen from Economy
heating system is officially turned
Plumbing and Heating Co. of
on October 15.
Keene are working overtime to
The· buildings are part of a
complete the project.
Grateful Dead," Moore said.
University-wide program of
"There will be five more days, By Laura Flynn
Some dorms have album covers "There's another student on the
transforming a steam heating
maximum, of discomfort in the
floor who's painting a really
system into a low temperature-hot
buildings," said Bob Mason, job big enough to walk into.
Others have life size cartoon. complicated design on the walls of
water heating system.
supervisor.
the guys' lounge. I told him he had .
Dennis Pla_n_te, a_n _engineering
_ ~as·on ~a.id the main pipeline on characters.
And all dorms offer students until May to complete it and if he
opportunities to display their didn't finish it he'd have to paint
artistic, abilities and leave a little over the wall again with one color.
something of themselves behind I'm sure he'll finish it though . He's
really artistic."
when they leave.
There is no set time limit in
Any student who lives in a dorm .
can paint a mural on a dorm wall which students . must complete
by simply sketching a design, their murals, though individual
having it checked with the dorm's Hall Directors can set up limits to
prevent the hallways from being
By Dennis Cauchon
scheduling the two iargest rooms hall director, who then has the
Judith
Beliveau
design
okayed
by
The MUSO lecture series has in the Memorial Union Building
of Physical Plant Operations &
gotten off to a slow start this year made it hard to get well known
Maintenance.
but should improve next semester, speakers despite a 25 percent
Students then pick up their paint
said Vicky Anderson, coordinator increase in the funding for the Arts
at the UNH Paint Department in
·of the Arts and Lecture program at and Lecture program.
Stoke Hall. UNH supplies the
MUSO (Memorial Union Student'
"It's my fault because I haven't
paint
for free to any student.
Organization).
been able to contact people and get
"I think a mural can take a drab
Anderson said the difficulty in ideas," she said. "I started
area and make it look nice instead
(booking speakers) late in the
of rundown," said Hubbard Hall
summer."
: Director Dennis Moore. "And ·
The only major speaker MUSO
the students usually really get into
has sponsored this semester was
doing it."
convicted Watergate criminal G.
There are no specific
Gordon Liddy, who charged
requirements for a design,
$3000. Attendance at the talk was
although hall directors agreed that
poor and MUSO lost $2000 of its
they will deny any request to paint
$12,000 budget.
a violent or sexually suggestive
"I would say it was a failure in
mural. Any design with a black
that we didn't fill the Granite State
background will also probably be
Room. There weren't a lot of
denied because it would be difficult
people there/' Anderson said. "But
for someone to paint over it in the
the people who went were
future .
enthused."
Album covers are still the most
Anderson, who said the
popular designs· for murals and
sch6duling
of
Liddy
was
mostly
Friday's bonfire
one could tell the most popular
handled by MUSO_president Jon
groups on campus simply by
Feins, said part of the problem was
strolling down , a dormitory
that people had seen Liddy on
hallway.
befoi:e
he
spoke
at
UNH.
television
Campus Calendar ... . ........ page 6
The Grateful Dead, for
Last
year,
in
addition
to
most
of
Notices . ..................... page 7
example, are represented by at
the
major
presidential
candidates,
Editorial, letters . ......... page 14, 15
least three murals in each of
MUSO sponsored Gloria Steinem,
Features ................. page 16, 17
Williamson, Christensen, and
Barry Commoner, Jesse Jackson,
Class Ads . ................... page 19
Hubbard Halls.
Comics . ..................... page 20
"One student just finished up a
Sports . .................. pages 22-24
MUSO, page ten
mur l
be a last ear on the

•
No heat 1n
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professor of Occupational
Therapy, and Chairman Richa_rd
Kaufman, professor of Physics,
.researched the comprehensive
report on the economic status of
the faculty.
.
The report states that "if full
time faculty still represented 40
percent of the cost of education as
in 1970-71, each faculty member
would receive an extra $6000
annually with the present tuition
and state funding."
The increases in compensation
have had little influence on the cost
of education at the UNH in the last
decade, the report said.
The AAUP committee reported
that only $282 out of the $1377
increase in the yearly cost of
education over the last ten years
went for compensation fo faculty.
The executive committee
recommended that the minimum
increase in salaries for all faculty .
be equal .t o the rise in the cost of
living during the previous year.
The committee also recommended establishing a merit fund
to reward faculty excellence over
and above the normal cost of living
raises.
The executive ,~ommittee also
proposed a decreas·e in the number
of part-time faculty· members and
an increase in the number of fulltime "tenure-track" faculty.
"The number of non-tenured
SALARIES, page five
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Worth a 1,000 words ...

Lecture program
stays on ground

Inside

cluttered by paint cans and
brushes.
·
"The students painting murals
here have a two week deadline,"
said Cecelia Kelliher, Hall
Director for Hitchcock Hall. "But
I don't know how much they11
have to stick to it."
Approximately 10 students
approached Kelliher with designs
for murals this semester and she
said she turned none down.
Most of them are still in the
MURAL, page 18
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Joseph Borges

auainst humanism
eyof Herald's downfall

OnP. man fiuht
Su111c;1:swu1L11

c1c;t:n11;1a11, 1ca1111,;..i

from a neighbor that his 16-yearold daughter was pregnant and
had scheduled an abortion for that
afternoon at the New Hampshire
Feminist Health Center in
Portsmouth.
Borges contacted his daughter,
Mary, immediately and brought
her home, where she told him she
was pregnant, but had just decided
not to go through with the
abortion.
Borges drove to the Center in
Portsmouth and- threw around
furniture, hitting one member of
the Center's staff.
Since that day, Borges has been
waging a well publicized war
against those he terms as
"Humanists", or "people who use
organic principles instead of
morals".
Speaking in an interview at a
Dover restaurant, Borges said he
was "instantly outraged that a
minor could receive an abortion
without parental consent. She had
made her appointment over the
phone. They just · scheduled her
and informed her of the weekly
payment program she would have
to follow to pay for the abortion.
She hadn't even received any
counseling yet; that was to be done
on the same afternoon, prior to
receiving the abortion. To go in
and get an abortion alone is a large
stigma on a child's mind."
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all abortion patients.
After talking with his daughter,
Borges said he jumped into his van
and headed for the newly opened
Feminist Health Center.
"I knocked on the door and was
refused entrance. So, I pushed the
door open and was told to leave. I
inisisted again that I wanted to get
inside and was told to leave once
more," he said.
Borges said he got upset and
forced his way in. "I pulled some
furniture apart." Borges said, "one
staff member claimed to have been
bruised."

An editor loves every
book she's published
By Kim Billings
.
"Editors panic if they think
they're letting a Garp go by them."
Such is the position of Alice
Quinn, an editor at Alfred A.
Knopf Inc., in New York City.
Quinn, who has been with
Knopf for seven and a half years,
spoke in the Forum Room of the
library last night as part of the
UNH Writer's Series.
. "I've never published a book I
don't love," she said. "Once I've
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"But," he added, "had it been the
next day and the abortion had
already occured, I would have
pulled the whole place apart."
"I'm a Vietnam vet. I've killed
before, and, if I had to, I would kill
again. As far as I'm concerned,
they would have assaulted my
daughter and killed my
grandchild."
"_I dori 't feel anything I did was
wrong or illegal. Under the
constitution of the United States, I
}lave the right to protect my
family." ·
"If I was going down a street and
saw ~ome guy drag my daughter
BORGES, page eight
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Alice Quinn, an editor at Knopf Publishing, says
she loves every
1
bookshe'spublished. (RobVeronesiphoto)

found -a good one, I'm like a
demented governess who thinks
the child belongs to her."
She believes the secret to a good
novel is voice.
Quinn edits novels, poetry,
cultural history, and art books.
She thinks one of the most
A pile of pumpkins off Route 108 await their owners who, with sharp
important aspects of publishing
knives, will turn them into jack-o'-lanterns. ( Barbie Walsh photo)
for the writer is to have an agent. "Don't be shy with them, "she said.
She compared the differe~ce
between an editor and an agent as
the agent focusing on the writer,
and the editor focusing on the
book.
"The agent develops a savvy of
marrying the editor to the writer,"
help, said Regan.
By Rob Terril
she said.
The heaviest hours are from 11
Negotiations occur between the
"Business at Hood House has
agent and editor, according to • increased approximately thirty- a.m. to 3 p.m., particularly around
Quinn.
five percent from last year," said noon since employees lunch hours
She suggested that a writer have Dave Regan, the assistant director have to be accounted for. To
at least four or five chapters of Health Services Administration combat this surge of patients,
shifts have been altered.
completed, or one-hundred pages. and Planning.
Besides help scheludes, the
"And if you've published stories,
Since the mandatory Health
tell us," she said. "It means you Service Fee was put into effect scheduling of appointments has
have the resolution to pursue."
· second semester last year, business been altered to avoid unnecessary
Quinn said she would've never has increased twenty percent and waiting times. Regan said, "There
chosen publishing as a career. "I'm an additional increase of fifteen should not be as long a wait as last
from Connecticut," she said, "with percent has been seen so far this year, except walk-ins during the
hours of eleven to one."
a grandfather for a doctor and a year.
The two
busiest days are
lawyer father. It seemed natural to
"This 35 percent figure is well
pursue those types of careers."
within the 30 to 40 percent increase Monday and Thursday. Monday
She worked with the New York that was estimated when the for people getting sick over the
legal system in criminal justice.
Health Fee was installed," said weekend, but Friday would be
the other expected busy day not
"One night I was having dinner Regan.
with an editor from Knopf, whose
For example, in the third week Thursday, Regan said.
Regan is looking into why
wife was a lawyer with me," she of each semester, a 12 percent
said about her transition from law increase between semester one and Thursday has been the busiest day
into publishing. "I think it all two was seen. The third week of this semester. The busiest day of
started when I quoted Wallace this semester was 34 percent the semester was the third
Stevens. There was an opening for higher. These figures include both Thursday, Sept. 18, with 950. That
was sixty percent higher than
an assistant at Knopf and this guy appointments and walk-ins.
thought I should apply. I did."
Due to this increase in the usual, Regan said.
"Physicians at Hood House
For the first four years, Quinn number of patients, one physician,
was, in her words, a "resident one nurse practicioner, and two receive less than half the pay tney .
Health Educators have been added
EDITOR, page 19
as well as some extra part time HOOD HOUSE, page 19

Hood House business
jumps by 35 percent

News Briefs
-Student arrested

Energy tour

A. resident assistant in · Devine was assaulted Friday
night a(ter she asked a student to leave.
Christppher Kolsti, 20 of Hunter Hall was arrested on
charges <\)f simple assault after he resisted efforts to get
him to leave.
Kolst/ is due to appear in ~urham District Court on
Oct. IJ. He was released on his own recognizance.

Six houses featuring energy conserving systems will be
open to the public Saturday Oct. 18, in the Durham area.
Sponsored by the Dover-Durham League of Women
Voters, the tour will be self-guided, but students from the
UNH department of Civil Technology will be in the
homes to answer quest_i_ons.

Director assaulted

Tour packets, a~ well as li~erature on energy will_ be
~vailable at the Community Church on Saturday. A slide
presentation on energy alternatives, by the Governor 's
Council on Energy will be shown during the day at the
·
church.

The hall director of Randall Hall was assaulted late
Saturday night after allegedly asking Samuel Davis, 21 of
Barrington to leave.
Davis was arrested on charges of simple assault and
released on personal recognizance. He is due to appear in
court Oct. 17.
·
The head resident, who wishes to remain unnamed,
asked Davis to !~ave.

Guy Petty, assistant professor of Civil Technology at
. UN H, will be at the church from noon until 2 pm. to
answer technical questions.
Tickets are available at The Hardware House, th~
Outback, and Town and Campus. Tickets will also be
sold Saturday· at the ·community Church.

Bulbs bur11
The Durham-UNH Fire Department responded to a
call at the Shop and Save supermarket at approximately
8:30 last night because smo~e was reported comming
from the flourescent lights which illuminate the red
"Shop and Save" sign on the roof.
. Th~ caps on the end of the light bulbs burnt out, and
. fire fighters shut off the power to the lighting and
removed some burnt parts.

The weather
Today will be clear with the highs in the 50's. Winds
will be gusty and between 15 and 20 miles per hour.
There is a 20 percent chance of rain Tuesday and zero
percent chance of rain on Tuesday night.
Tuesday night will be cold with the low around 20
degrees. The skies will be clear.
Wednesday the weather will be mostly sunny with the
highs in the 50's.
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Dean Smith aims
for conservation
The next day Smith would
receive a message saying that the
oil was flowing again because the
purchasing agents had managed to
nick up a tanker load from the
Venezuelans.
In 1979 and 1980 Smith put his
economist's skills back to work
managing attempts to conserve
energy.
With the help of local energy_
activists and residence hall
directors, an energy conservation
effort was implemen,ted.
Public awareness anriouncements appeared on billboards
thro 1Jghout the campus and bright
day-glow orange stickers
surrounded light switches, ·'
reminding students to 'Please turn
out the lights.'
Smith stressed the role students
/
played in making the conservation
I
effort the success it has been so far.
· "The energy surcharge is
., l '
unfortunate but (with constant
OPEC price increases) there is no Liberal Arts Interim Dean Jarpes Smith started his career in economics and now spends most of his time
way to reduce energy costs," Dean working to conserve energy at UNH. ( Rob Veronesi photo)
Smith said.
An advantage to,the surcharge is
that it allows students to see the
reason for tuition cost increases,
Smith said.
"I enjoy the responsibility and
accelerated independent study
the people," Smith . said of his By La_ura .Flynn
"It's not a departmentally based
The Elliott fund granted the
courses, was drawn up by a
position, "and I hope to get the
program," Haaland contmued, "If
committee of professors last year.
business of the College done to University $50,000 last spring to
you have a chemistry major who
It is now awaiting review from the
minimize the problems of my develop a proposal for a
really excelled in his courses we
Academic Standards Committee
successor when he or she gets University-wide honors program
would invite the student into the
for
students
which
creates
for the Senate and from President
here."
pro~ram, have him participate in
Evelvn Handler.
Smith said he probably wouldn't accelarated independent study
seminars and programs, and in his
The Elliott fund granted the
"We ho~e to be~in t.he program
take a permanent position as
junior and senior years, have him
by the fall of 1981 and possibly
Liberal Arts dean but he will stay University $50,000 last spring to
enter into specific research with an
develop
a
proposal
for
a
before that," said Gordon
on as long as the search for a new
individual professor."
University-wide honors program
Haaland, vice president for
dean continues.
"But," Haaland emphasized,
for students.
academic affairs.
"it's
really an instuctional program ·
SMITH, page 1 l
The ·proposal which creates
The program would not be and not a research program."
limited to any department or any
Much of the money used for-the
major area of study, Haaland said.
program would go to support
A student who excelled in a
professors participating in . the
particular subject in his freshman
program, and to hire new
and sophomore years at UNH,
professors to teach courses they
might be invited to enter into that
part1c1pation in local organizawould have taught if they had not
Anthony McManus.
By George Newton
.
field's honors program.
tions and the $20 a day the state
participatd in the honors program.
Lessard claims that Mc Manus is
State senatorial candidate Leo
Then the student, with the
"Right now we (The Academic r
reimburses representatives for
Lessard believes he can help the trying to "outliberal" him in the
assistance of an individual
travel expenses.
Standards Committee for the
UN H budget by becoming a campaign.
professor, would plan a course of
On campaign expenditures
Senate;havefive or six things we're
"In Durham, Tony supports
member of the Senate Finance
study including independant
looking into and this proposal is at
Lessard spent $4000 in the primary
John Anderson, while in Dover he
Committee.
studies, participation in seminars
to unseat three term incumbent
The 30-year-old Democrat and conservatively downplays the
Hf?NORS, page 11
and
work on special projects.
state
senator
Robert
Fennelly
of
Anderson
factor,"
Lessard
said.
four term state representative
Dover.
claims he can do a better job than The Dover resident who supports
"I make no apologies for my
his opponent as state senator the Democratic ticket doesn't feel
because he is an advocate of McManus' philosophical · expenditures because most of the
money was raised in the family.
UNH's faculty, students and staff. maneuvering will affect the race in
Approximately $ I 000 was raised
"I know the university inside Durham because "student's don't
on the outside," he said. Lessard
out," the political science major vote."
claimed the average primary
"I've tried time and again to get
said. Lessard, ten credits shy of
campaign spending for a state
receiving a degree in political students to register," Lessard said,
senator was $4000 .
science, dropped out of school to . "but they don't respond."
Mc Manus spent only $500 in his
By Todd Balf
slope at the rate of one foot
Lessard also claimed his
run for the District 21 senate seat
primary contest
_
The Memorial Union Building's vertically for every 20 horizontal
which represents Durham, Lee, Republican opponent is taking pot
L-essard said his expenditures for
front platform and surrounding feet, Devito said.
Dover, Madbury. His opposition shots at him on non-issues like
the general election are running
walkways will be redesigned by
Steve Chinburg, a sophomore
is 41-year-old Dover attorney campaign spending, lack of
between $600 and $800 dollars.
UNH faculty and students "before majoring in civil engineering, and
'Tm not going to spend over $2000
the frost," said project supervisor active on the MUB project said,
on the campaign," the Dover
Felix Devito.
"the MUB is the one building used
resident said.
The $20,000 project includes a by almost everybody, and that
On the daily travel allowance of
sloped walkway for handicapped means it has to- be accessible to
$20 for trips to Concord and lack
students, a larger platform area, handicapped students."
of participation in local
the removal of the overhanging
Devito said the deck would be
organizations, Lessard said he
roof, assorted plants in place of the expanded to create "an
"can only do one job well. I devote
sidewalk in front, and steps leading appropriate meeting place. ' 1
·my time to duties concerning the
down the left embankment of the Specifically, he said the steps
state in Concord. My opponent
MUB.
would be removed, and the
spreads himself thin and ends up
.· Half of the money for the platform would expand out as far
miss i n g ln.e et in gs . of - t h·e
renovation is coming from the wide as the steps are now. The
organizations to which he
MUB fund, and the other half is platform will come out about as far
belongs."
University · funded according to as the roof comes out, he said.
To increase accessibility to the
Devito.
The roof overhanging the stairs,
public, Lessard proposes to. if
Students and faculty have. · and the platform will be clipped in
elected, set up a district office in
researched various alternatives for order for more light to enter the
downtown Dover at his own
the MUB's new facelift.
inside entrance of the MUB,
expense. To keep in touch with
"It's being built in order to be according to Devito.
issues and problems, Lessard says
more accessible for everybody,
He added that on the opposite
, he will hold limited office hours,
including handicapped students," side of the slope there will be stairs
said the planning and engineering traveling down the existing
· publish a newsletter and sponsor
monthly town meetings.
manager of Physical Plants pathway, and a plant arrangement
In a poll conducted by Blake and
Operations ·and Maintenance.
of some kind banking the front of
Dickinson of Manchester
Two Civil Engineering majors, the platform, and traveling along
following the September 9th
along with four faculty members, the path of the sidewalk.
primary, Lessard claimed he was
and the help of the American
Charles Goodspeed, an assistant
18 points ahead of McManus in
Society for Civil Engineering professor of Civil Engineering,
the District 2 I senate race.
students chapter have voluntered said his job was 'to increase the
Of the 300 people polled,
their services, according to Devito. strength of the 'retaining wall
received 64 percent of the
The sloped walkway will begin enabling the larger platform to
Democratic vote while 37 percent
where the walk comes from Hood handle the greater stress.
Leo Lessard, a candidate for the state senate, will debate his opHouse and meets the curbed road.
LESSARD, page six
ponent in the Granite State Room Thursday night at 7. ( George
The walkway will rise in_a gradual MUD, page 18
·· Newton photo

By Tim Hilchey
"I have a funny walk ," said
James Smith of his lame duck
status as acting dean for the college
of Liberal Arts at UNH.
Smith has headed the College
since his July I appointment
following the resignation of former
dean Allan Spitz.
Dean Smith came to UNH in
1972 as an associate dean of
Liberal Arts under Spitz.
"I don't know. It's been running
pretty smoothly,"said Smith of the
department. "Things have been
pretty routine and we've been
pleasantly free of conflicts."
Trained as an economist, Smith
was the dean of the. two year
branch of the Liberal Arts College
at the University of Wisconsin.
Before that he was at Lewis and
Clark College, a small (Liberal
Arts) school of 1,200 students in
Portland, Oregon.
Smith headed the University's
response to the 1973 Arab Oil
embargo by ending the semester
two weeks early and extending the
Christmas break into late January
of 1973.
·
During the layover Physical
Plant Operations and Management (PPO&M) kept academic
and ad ministra ti ve building
temperatures to a minimum.
Everything that could be was shut
down.
"We didn't know from day to
day whether we would have any oil
or not," Smith said.
Oil suppliers would call one day
with warnings that the University's
number two burner fuel might
arrive late because the tanker
carrying it had not left its home
ort back in the Middle · st.

Leo Lessard

'/

ji'

Honors program may begin

.

Won't be ·. 'outliberale·d

,

Entrance project
to MOB-underway

1
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A Globe editor tells
of Herald's downfall
By Dennis Cauchon
Monday through Friday,
Twenty year~ ago, Boston was a acknowledged that the Globe had
seven newspaper town. Today
benefited from the Herald's
there are two--the· thriving Boston decline, but said "this is · not the
Globe and the faltering Boston way we wanted to benefit."
He.raid.
Donald Murray, a pulitzer prize
. Television was a major factor in winner at the Herald in the early
the collapse of the Boston
1950s and an English professor at
newspaper market, said Jack the University, said a newspaper
Driscoll, assistant executive edit0-r will never have a higher character
of the Boston Globe, and in a than its · editor-. He said the
different way, started the Herald problems at the Herald had
skidding into its present state.
already started when he left more
"In the early ( l 9)50's, the Herald than 20 years ago.
was the prominent paper in Boston .
Several years ago, after 20 years
and it deserved it," the 46-year-old of litigation, involving the bribing
Driscoll said. "It was the class, act of a Federal Communications
in a town with seven newspapers." Commissioner, the Herald lost its
Then the Herald bought television station.
Channel 5, Boston's most
In an effort to bolster dropping
profitable television station. All circulation, the Herald, then the ·
the managerial talent in the Herald Traveler from an earlier
· company went into the television merger, merged with the Record
station, Driscoll said, and the American.
Herald's decline began.
The Record American was a
It hasn't stopped yet, Driscoll tabloid aimed . at what Driscoll
told 25 students in a newswriting called the "strap holder"--the
workshop held at Hamilton Smith working people who hold onto
. Hall yesterday. Today, the ·straps while they ride the subway.
Herald's circulation is hovering The Herald was an upscale,
around 200,000 while the Globe's Republican paper.
tops 500,000 on Sunday's.
"When they put the two papers
The Herald, a paper in the together, they were really coming
Hearst chain, brought in pan at it in different directions,"
Forst from Newsdav. a successful Driscoll said.
paper in Long Island, to spruce up
An internal battle among
the paper and its layout.
management stopped the paper
"He's really ruined the paper," from developing a distinct
Driscoll said. "I feel as though they
personality, Driscoll said. For a
should have bottomed ou-t while, the division appeared on the
somewhere around a quarter of a banner when the paper was called
million. Instead they've dropped the Boston Herald Traveler
off a cliff."
Record American.
The Herald's leadership,
Driscoll said changing the
Driscoll said, "is no longer serious Herald into a tabloid, (a
about the news and the manner in newspaper half the size of a
which it is presented."
regula-r paper) might ·have helped
.Driscoll, who is responsible for
Happy students at a 69 Young Drive party Saturday night wave to the camera or have serious intellectual
eight editions of the daily paper GLOBE, page 20
discussions with friends. (JonathanBla~ephoto)
."

The New Hampshire and WUNH sponsor a

Democrat
Leo Lessard

DEB-ATE
v.
Thursday, Oct. 16
7 p.n1. in the
Granite State Roon1
of the MUB

There are more than 400 members of the New Hampshire
House of Representatives. There are, however, only 24 members
of the state senate. For that reason, this battle for the state senat_e
seat representing Durham, Dover, Lee and Mac{burY_ zs
extremely impottant. The candidates will answer questions
concerning aid for the University, the Seabro_ok nuc~ear power
plant and anti-drug laws. Be there to ask questions or lzsten to thedebat_e on WUNH (91.3 FM)from 7 p.m. to 8 p.n:,,.

Republican
Ton McManus

f
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staff to oversee the J,ealth benefits
program.
;
each college • within · the
University establish a "Faculty
Appeals ~oard" m~de_-up of_three

Salaries

·Tuesday October 14

continued from page one

LIVE IN NICK'S LOUNGE
•.- CROSSFIRE
• • • •• •

--

....

full-time teachers has gone up 2 I
percent in the past deca_de, and l
think this is very dangerous. This
has to be turned around for UN H
to remain a quality institution,"
Brockelman said. The Philosophy
professor said this procedure of
hiring does save the University
money, but it is putting an added
burden on full-time faculty who
must handle increased advisory
and committee loads.
The executive committee's
report said,"We think that this
trend is educationally extremely
dangerous and must not only be
halted but must be turned around.
The substance and quality of
education at UNH is threatened by
this trend."
The extensive report placed
UNH "slightly below average" in
fring~ benefits for facult~,
expecially in the area of a tuition
plan for the children and spouses
of UN H faculty.
According to the AAUP's
economic committee, the lack of
an adequate tuition plan is a direct /
result of the administrations
decision a few years ago to
withdraw from a joint tuition plan
with the other New England state
universities.
The executive committee has
proposed to the approximately 100
local members a full in-state
tuition waiver for the children and
spouses of full-time tenure-track
faculty at the University for more
than six years.
The executive committee
recommended several other
measures for consideration by the
AA UP members, including:
salary inequities between sexes
and among colleges be eliminated
over time through establishment of
a pool for this purpose.
the university establishing a goal
of contributing a sum of money
equal to ten percent of a faculty
member's salary toward
retirement, and establishing a
schedule for reaching this goal, for
increasing the rate by .5 percent
each year.
minimum income retirement
benefits from the University for all
retired faculty be $7 ,200, exclusive
of Social Security, and without
any means test.
establishment of an elected
board with members from the
faculty and Professional,
Administra_tive, and Technical

NO ·Cover Charge

Don't forget about
our NEW big screen
T.V., for all the playoff
games

Nick's Main St. Durham

MVSO FILM SERIES PRESENTS
CANNES FILM FESTIVAi.:
AWARD

WINNER

VIOLETTE.
the story of an ·extraordinary crim~

STARRING - ISABELLE NVPPERT
THVRSDA Y, OCTOBER 16, 1980
8:00 pm
STRAFFORD ROM - MVB
$1

MUSO

Memorial Union Student Organizatio~
862-1485

lllildtrnt55 Croils
PETTEE BROOK LANE

DURHAM

tenured faculty members elected
each year from that college to
mediate grievances concerning
salary, teaching load, and working
conditions.

.
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RANGER BOOTS

TEL. 868-5584

NOW IN STOCK!

Extremely poputar in
California, Ranger boots are
now becoming so in the East.
The Ranger is a kind of cross
between a mountain boot
and a basketball sneaker. It is
ankle high for good support
and features sand-colored
canvas uppers, a padded
collar, and non-slip lug
pattern soles. Ranger Boots
can be used for almost any
outdoor activity.
The best about Rangers is the
price - an unbelievable
U .. 95
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Cllmpus Calender
TUESDAY, October 14
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "The Crisis of Fifth
Century Athens: Euripides and Socrates," Charles H.
Leighton, AMLL. James Hall, Room 303, frorri' 11-12:30
p.m.
HYPNOSIS WORKSHOP: Hanover Room, Memorial
Union, 7:30 p.m. Sponsored by TOSNOM .
UNIVERSITY THEATER PRESENTS: "Gypsy."
Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. USNH
students and employees, $3; general admission, $4.
WEDNESDAY, October 15
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY: vs. Bowdoin, Lewis
Field, 3 p.m.
WOMEN'S TENNIS: vs. Colby, Field House courts, 3 p.m.
MEN'S SOCCER: vs. Connecticut, Lewis Field, 3 p.m.
FRENCH DEPARTMENT LECTURE/FILM SERIES:
Francois Truffaut's "Les Mistons" (The Brats) and "Tirez
sur le pianiste" (Shoot the Pi~no Play~r.) Introductory
lecture will be given by a faculty member and will include
background information about the film and its director.
French with English sub-titles. Murkland I to, at 7 p.m.
Admission $1 or series ticket.
CAREER NIGHT SERIES: "Careers in Medicine." Elliott
Alumni Center, at 7 p.m. For more information, contact
Elaine Dewey, 862-2040.
MAKING CONNECTIONS FILM SERIES: "The War at
Home." The anti-war movement in the U.S. during
Vietnam. Parsons, LIOI (lddles Auditorium), 7:30 p.m.
UN,IVERSITY THEATER: "Gypsy." Johnson Theater,
Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. USNH students and
employees/ senior citizens $3; general admission $4. Also,
matinee at 2 p.m.
·
DISTINGUISHED SPEAKER SERIES: "The Last
Children of Gutenberg: Media in the Year 2000."
Christopher Burns, Vice President of Planning, Washington
Post Company. Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 8
p.m. Free admission by ticket; tickets may be obtained at the
Elliot Alumni Center. Sponsored by the Alumni
Association, Office of Student Affairs and the
Environmental Mini-Dorm.
THURSDAY, October 16
WEDNESDAY-AT-NOON SERIES: "Why John
-Anderson Will ~ot Find Happiness in Independence or the
1980 Elections," Robert Craig, Political Science
Department. Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, MUB, 12 noon.
Sponsored by the Commuter/Transfer Center. (Note: Th_is
"Wednesday" program is taking place on a Thursday--not
an error.)
.
CELEBRITY SERIES PREP--JOAN MORRIS AND
WILLIA_M BOLCOM: Resident expert Mark DeVoto will
discuss Bolcom and Morris and· their music. East-West
Lounge, Memorial Union, 12:15 p.m. Sponsored by the
Cultural Events Committee and the MemorialUnion Board
of Governors. Bolcom and Morris will perform at 8 p.m. in
the Granite State Room of the Memorial Union on Friday,
October 17.
MUSO FILM SERIES: "Violette." Strafford Room,
Memorial Bnion, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission $1 or MUSO
Film Pass. Starring Isabelle Huppert, Stephane Audran.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "GYPSY", Johnson Theater,
Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. USNH students and
employees/ senior citizens $3; general admission $4.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean with music for dancing, 8 p.m. 50¢
cover charl!e.
The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is publjshcd and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic ~r. Our offlCCI arc locau,j in Room 151 ·
of the Memorial Union Buildina. UNH, Durham, N~H. fJ3'24. ~
¼·OffJCe houn: Monday and Friday 10 AM-2PM, Tuesday "nd Tbunday\12- ·
· 2 PM, Wednesday 11~2 PM. Academic year subscription: S13.00. Third
class postage paid at Durham, Nil 03824,_Achertisen should~ their
· ads the fint day. The 'New Hampshire will in. no casc1 be rapolbe.: '~ for
typographical or other erron, buhYill reprint that part of an achert~ ...t
·in which a typopaphical •error appears. if .notified ilnmediatery.
POSTMASTER: send address chan,es to 77w N,w Ht!tnpMitt. 151 MUB,
UNH, Durham, NH, 03824. 11,000 copies per issue printed at Courier
Publishing Co.~ Roc~ter N.H.
.
·

RUNNER'S
WALL~T
Designed for the
runner to hold keys
and cash. Velcro tape
secures wallet to shoe
laces or wrist. Less
than 1 ounce, water
resistant, in sports colors.

iDurham Bike
.19 Jenkins Court
.Durham, N.H.
868-5634

Hours: Mon-Fri

ONLY

$3.99
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Lessard
Notices

GENERAL
PSYCHOLOGY INTERNSHIP: Information meetin_g
about Psychology Internship for Sp:ing se~ester. ~n
opportunity to do field work m the social service~; receive
credit for experience; non-psychology maJors are
welcome. Thursday, October 16, Conant Hall, Rm. 104
from 5-6 p.m.
"RANDY STONEHILL, IN CONCERT: " Solo
performance. Sponsored by IVCF. Wednesda~, Oct~ber
29, 8 p.m., Granite State room of the Memorial Umon .
Tickets are $3 for students and $5 .50 for non-students .

RAPE ASSISTANCE AND INFORMATION
PROGRAM: Free counseling, medical and legal

"Traveler'·-::;cience Fiction Role Playing and Saturday:
Open Gaming. Carroll-Belknap Room / MU B.
ST. THOMAS MORE CORE GROUP: Mass & Visit to
St. Ann's Nursing Home in Dover. Friday, October 17 at
3: 15 p .m. Anyone wishing to come, meet in front of the
Student Center. Anyone with access to a car, please bring
it.
UC-FAMILY TIME: Campus Crusade for Christ's
weekly meetings are designed for fellowship and learning.
Every Tuesday, 7 p.m. , Hamilton Smith, Room 126. For
more information, call John or Rich , 749-4736.
ST. THOMAS MORE STUDENT CENTER : Church
of St. Thomas More Student Center is sponsoring a
Student Retreat to Holy Cross Sisters Restreat House,
Pittsfield, N.H ., Registration fee is $20--includes
everything. Register by October 20. Forms available at
the Student Center. For more information call, 868-2666
or 862-1310.
ANIMAL INDUSTRY CLUB: Organizational meeting.
Business: Coffee & Doughnut Sale to be held on October
18; Speaker: Nancy Holmes, and Topic: Central
American Agriculture. Wednesday; October 15, 7:30
p.m ., Keq,dall 202 .
A.C.M .: Organizational meeting on Tuesday, October
14, Kingsbury M208 at I p.m. For all members and
interested students.
S.A.N.E.: Organizational meeting Wednesday, October
15, 7:30 p.m., Ham Smith Room 140. Plans will be made
for the Alternative Energy Fair in Concord on October
18.
.
WOMEN'S CENTER COFFEE HOUR: The Women's
Center wants to hear your ideas. Come talk, have
refreshments, and listen to some music. Thursday,
October 16, 8 p .m. Jessie Doe Halt Lounge. No
Admission.
U.N.H . COLLEGIATE MEETING: Tuesday, October
14, 5:30 p.m., Palmer House. Everyone is welcome to
attend.
STUDENTS FOR RECYCLING: Wednesday, October
15, 7:30 p.m., Ham Smith 125. Guest speaker, Steve
Davis will be discussing the future of recycling on the
UNH campus . All are welcome complete the
cycle .. . recycle.
·
SENIOR KEY MEETING: Mandatory meeting for all
Senior Key members and additional inauguration hosts
and hostesses. If you cannot attend, call Lynn a_t 862-1945
or 868-9924. Will be held in Ham-Smith, Room 18.

assistance is available 24 hours a day during the academic
year. Telephone 862-1530 or 862-1212 for ,iIJ1;mediate
services. Educational programs are also provided for
interested campus and community groups. Hood House.NEW HAMPSHIRE FOOD POLICY CONFERENCE: With Cooperative Extension and the New
Hampshire Council of Churches. Saturday, October 25,
Laconia, from 10-3:30 p.m. Students Concerned About
World Hunger are looking for other interested people to
join them. Contact Betsy Fountain at 868-2669.
LESBIAN SUPPORT GROUP: Sponsored by the
Counseling and Testing Center. Meetings will be held
every Tuesday during first semester. Counseling and
Testing Center, Schofield House, 12:30-2 p.m.
GOURMET DINNER: "A Voyage to Black Beard's
Island." Friday and Saturday, October 24 and 25,
Granite State Room, Memorial Union at 6:30 p.m. Price
is $11.50 per person. The dinner will feature
entertainment, music, and dance. Tickets may be
purchased beginning Wednesday, October 8 at the
Memorial Union Ticket Office.
.
ALL ABOUT FOOD: Share your well-balanced, lowcost, quick and easy-to-prepare recipes with other
students. Drop off at Commuter/ Transfer Center for
inclusion in meal management brouchure.
APPLIED MATHEMATICS COLLOQUIUM:
"Hydrodynamic Instability and Transition to
Turbulence," presented by Professor Martin Lessen,
Yates Memorial Professor of Engineering, University of
Rochester. Sponsored by the Mathematics Department,
Friday, October 17, 4 p.m. in Kingsbury Hall M227.
GAY MEN'S SUPPORT GROUP: Gay Men's support
group ·meets every Tuesday, at 7:00 p.m. at the
Counseling and Testing Center, Schofield House.
ACADEMIC
,
'WHAT DO I DO WHEN SOMEONE CLOSE SAYS
COMPUTER SERVICES OFFERINGS : The following
''I'M GAY,": One of a series of informal workshops .· free, non-credit computer courses will be offered in
sponsored by the Counseling and Testing Center. You
October. For registration or information on any of the
can reserve space by calling 862-2090. October 15, 1980,
courses listed below, please call 862-~527.
7:00 p.m., Counseling and Testing Center, Schofield
DECIO SEMINAR: A monthly seminar, geared to
House.
experienced DECIO users, consists of an initial question
GERMAN COFFEE HOUR: Sponsored by the AMLL
and answer period followed by a discussion on an
German Section, Wednesday, October 15, 4 p.m. For the
announced topic. The subject will vary from seminar to
location, .call Peter Steese, 862-1218. A.11 German
seminar. Monday, October 13, Stoke Cluster, 2-4 p.m.
students are encouraged to attend.
BEGINNING TECO: This course provides instruction in
HORA DE CAFE': Sponsored by the AMLL Spanish
creating and editing program and data files on the
Department. Todos los miercoles, from 3-4 p.m.,
DECIO. It is a very flexible, programmable editor.
Murkland 209. Ven a la hora de cafe', Toma un cafe' y
Knowledge of a test editor is a prerequisite to several
charla en espanol con tus amigos.
other mini courses. This course assumes knowledge of
TAVOLA IT A LIANA: An Italian Luncheon will be held
DECIO timesharing. Tuesday, October 14, Stoke
each Wednesday at 12.noon in Murkland 209. All those
Cluster, 2:30-4:30 p.m.
in the campus community who wish to develop or
CHANGE: A program which aids in the conversion of
sharpen their language skills are invited to attend.
character sets foreign to the DECIO. The course assumes
STVN: Tuesday, October 21, "Heaven Can Wait," (100
some knowledge of tape handling. Wednesday, October
min.) and Wednesday, October 22, "Papillion," (150
15, Stoke Cluster, 10-12 noon.
min.). All programs shown on Tuesday and Wednesday
MICRO INTEREST GROUP: This group of people
evenings, beginning at 9 p.m. in the Seacoast ~~un~e
from UNH is interested in the use of microcomputers in
next to the Information Desk of the MUB. Adm1ss1on 1s
an educational setting. Monthly information meetings
free.
are open to the entire university community. No
GRADUATE STUDENT CURF DEADLINE: The fall
prerequisites for attendance. Wednesday, October 15,
deadline for submitting proposals for the Graduate
Stoke Cluster, 1:30-3:30 p.m.
Student CU RF project fund is October 31, 1980. Forms
CAREER
are available in the Research Office, Room 108, Horton
FUTURES CAREER PROGRAM: "Doing What You
· Social Science Center Building. Only one copy of the
Enjoy and Getting Paid for It," Wednesday, October 15,
proposal is required. If there are any questions, please
in the Merrimack . Room of the Memorial Union from
feel free to call Bea Day or Jack Lockwood at 862-2000.
2: 10-4 p.m. Sponsored by Career Planning and
FACULTY CURF DEADLINE: The fall deadlines for
Placement.
submitting proposals for the faculty CURF project fund
CAREER WORKSHOP: Interviewing Techniques
is October 21, 1980. Formsareavailable in the Research
Workshop: Tuesday, October 14, in the Forum Room of
Office Room 108, Horton Social Science Center
the Library, 6:30 p.m.; videotape, lecture, and discussion
Buildi~g. Only one copy of the proposal is required. If
session to help students prepare for employment
there are any questions, please feel free to call Bea Day or
interviewing.
.
Jack Lockwood at 862-2000.
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
Information on Career Planning and Placement will be
SIMULATION GAMES CLUB: Friday, October 17
provided to students by staff counselors. MUB balcony,
and Saturday, October 18, from 6 p.m.-closing. Friday: · 1-4 p.m., Thursday, October 16.
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of the Reoublicans said thevwould
vote for MGManus . In the
crossover vote. Lessard tallied 26
percent of the Republican vote
while McManus received only 24
percent of the D.emocratic vote.
The candidates split the
independent vote with 37 percent
each.
. In the legislature, Lessard said
~he didn't vote strictly al orig party
lines, but that he "wasn •~ a
renegade: I vote for Republican
budgets because they represent my
constituency, but the Democrats
have the better programs.•~
In the past legislative session,
Lessard was chairman of the
Legisla_tive Utilities Consu~er
Committee, one of the first
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Newmarket
Open Wed. - Sat.: 8-1 pm; Sun. 7~12 pm
Wed. Oct. 15 STANLEY LONGSTAFF
Thurs. Oct. 16 CAHOOTS
Fri. & Sat.
Oct. 17 & 18 FLEET ST. SHUFFLE
Sun. Hoot with Matt Levenworth
Sunday dinner 7-9 Mexican Food

L__ .!fdfl'.X_H.I).J!B.:J..g_!!l2!!! ___ J
Making Connections Film Series
presents

"The War at Home"

and .~

'i
~

.I

"Who Owns Tony Fargas?"
two films concerning
the Anti-War Movement
Wednesday Oct. 15th 7:30 p.m.

FREE!

Parsons Hall L-101
UNH - Durham

. COME .ON IN

BUiiet

TICKLE THE KEYS ...

And

Danca

And diicuss how we can put a computer into your hands.
. .
. Financing available. • Small computeh for business, educatiOl'I and the home
. • Computer Game Programs That Will 11.edozzle You!
• Business & Educational Programs. that will organize you!
• Books, Magazines & Accessories
• Data & Word Processing services also available
·
Atk about our n.charge Nminars; help M11ions, and
comprehensive computer

Only

$9.95
Per Person

courses.

Friday, · October 17 .
Ca.// today for reservations

Wildwood
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continued

Democrats to hold chairmanship
because of the strong oppostion of
Republican Speaker of the House
George Roberts.
·
"Roberts appointed me to the
committee, but I was elected
chairman ' by the committee
members," Lessard said.
As Legislative Utilitie .s
Consumer Chairman, Lessard
sponsored a bill to restructure the
Public Utilities Co_m mission and
represented consumer interests
when rate increases for water,
phones and electricity were
proposed.
Lessard said that restructruing
the PUC made for a more
"professional staff' which worked
full-time instead of part-time and
operated with a code of ethics.
Prior to the reorganization,
"New Hampshire's PUC
sometimes took a year to reach a
decision and represented the
interest of Public Service Co.,"

·

at the new england center

lounge

Jtraffotd avenue, dutham, n.h. (60:SJ •z-za1s

meMedic••
School

Four-year fully recognized and
established Mexican Medical School,
with several hundred American
students enrolled . Use English
textbooks, with First Semester exams
in English. School combines quality
education, small classes, experienced
teachers. modern facilities.

Universidad Del Noreste
120 East 41 St., NY, NY 10017
(212) 594-6589
or 232-3784
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Lessard
continued from page six

threshold conversion point,"
Lessard said . "If construction on
. the plant was stopped completely,
it would be financial chaos."
McManus contends that
Lessard has conceded on the
construction of Unit One at the
Seabrook plant, while maintaining stiff opposition to Unit Two of

Lessard said. '"Now, because of
recent appointments , a fair
decision is available because the
PUC is the arbitrator between
consumers and the utility."
Lessard was a cosponsor of the
Student Trustee bill which cailed
for the annual election of the
Student representative on the
university systenfs board of
trustees.
The student trustee is now
elected on a rotating basis between
campuses rather than appointed
by the governor. After three
attempts, the bill was finally
passed and signed into law.
The Dover Democrat was also
"the prime mover" and cosponsor
!
of the Incentive Aid program
which supplies University System
students with $7 million in loans
and $600,000 in gra ,. rs, of which
$300,000 comes from ·.he state.
Lessard claims he "can't point to
one major piece of legislation that
Mw.Manus sponsored in his four
terms in the legislature. He's not an
effective legislator, he's almost
lackadaisical."
Lessard also charged McManus
with an "uncompromising"
attitude when it came to the
_legislative process. . .
.
••sometimes bendmg 1s reqmred
or nothing will be accomplished,"
Lessard said.
As an example Lessard cited the
i
debate over the state employees
!
labor contract in the last session of ·
the legislature. McManus was
against the pay raise while Lessard
voted for it. McManus porposect
an amendment against the raise
which was overwhelmingly
defeated.
On the issue of nuclear power
both candidates oppose it as a
source of energy but to varying
degrees.
"In May, I announced that
nuclear ~power scares me. It's
9angerous and economically
unsound. I'd like to' see the
construction site converted to nonL
nuclear energr '·· bu.!__it_'~ p~~he _
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the proposed 2300 megawatt
McManus are qualified and
station.
experienced to handle the position
"To say I could do something of state senator.
about it (Unit One) wouldn't be .
very honest, so I have conceded in
a sense," Lessard said.
Overall, Lessard feels it won't be
the voters who lose in November,
because he feels both he and

What Is

Restoration Carpenter

Call: 742-7065

-turned student, 36 years old, single; desires to be
housesitter, caretaker, or laborer for room exchange.
SPNEA member, references. Would be responsible for
historic building. Write Box 401 Durham, N.H. 03824.
or call John Whittenberger
in Concord at 224-3909
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Otterihg·'complete Vision .,Car~ Services .
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• complete eye examinations . .
..
, • Bausch & lomb, American Optic~( ·
. and oxygen permeable contact lenses
• also contact lenses for the
·
correct of astigmatism
·• Contact Lens Care Products .
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THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION,
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is against "the teaching · of
Humanist principles in the
schools."
"Humanism", he said, "is based
on atheistic principles, but
continued from pa~e two
principles nonetheless, and, thus
was officially declared a religion.
Borges, the father of twelve, said
into his car, then I would have fo
he frequently takes foster children
protect her. I would consider it
into his home. He also said that for
legal for me to go over and damage
the last nine years he has been
his car."
president of the Tri-City Crisis
Centers
for teenagers with
a-1111111111111111m11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111tm11111111111i!
problems, and feels he knows how
teenagers react to certain
First
situations.
Quality
"Adolescents, teenagers - they
don't know how to deal with the
concept of abortion. They are
taught that personal freedom
&" •••••.•.•••
Go Wlldcats Go! Students
comes first, that it's not wrong to
have an abortion."
c'mon in and ask about our
"This leads to a disregard for life
8" ............
UNH Group purchase discount
as a fetus and after a · while
disregard for life in any form."
Tire's, brakes, Front end work.
"The three abortion clinics in
this state are illegal," Borges said .
"And since authorities refused to
act on those who are violating the
law, I had no choice but to go
down there and make sure they
7 Central Ave. Dover
leave my family alone. I don't
742-5054
believe in vigilante l;lw, but when
OPEN NITES
Portsmouth Ave. Exeter
everything is against you,
DOVER
Broadway
778-0516
something has to be done." ·
'TIL 9
He said he viewed abortion as
5IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIHIIIIIIIIIIHlllllllllllllllllllllll111111111Jllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllti murder, saying that his "regard for
human life was high".
When asked to compare his
previous statement on killing
before and killing again, Borges
said "I'm not perfect and I don't
feel anyone else is."
"I have twelve children," he
continued. "God gave me those
children to care for until they could
care for themselves. J may have
killed to protect my family even
though my Christian beliefs would
have told me it was wrong."
Tears welled in the corners of his
For profes.sionals at NSA contribute to the dual
Mathematics: You'll work on diverse
blank below and send it to Mr. Bernard Norvell,
eyes, he tried to divert his attention
mi~ions of foreign intelligence production and
Agency problerns applying a variety of mathematical College Recruitment Manager, National Security
to a cigarette that would not loosen
communications security.
disciplines. Specific assignments might include solv- Agency, Attn: Office of Employment (M32R), Fort.
itself from his pack. "I love people.
Our Electronic Engin~rs, Computer Scientists ing communications-related problems, performing George G. Meade, Maryland 20755.
I may not love their actions. I don't
and Mathematicians are working with systems at the long-range mathematical research or evaluating
An Equa} Opportunity Employer. U.S. citizenhate the people who do the .
cutting edge of technology.
new techniques for communications security.
ship required.
abortions. I hate the abortions."
Career opportunities and challenge await yqu
NSA also offers a salary and benefit program
Borges alluded to the
imprisonment of the Catholic
in any of these NSA career fields.
that's truly competitive with private industry. There
priests during the Revolution in
Electronic: Engineering: There are op- are assignments for those who wish to travel and
Portugal.
portunities in a variety of research and development abundant good living in the Baltimore-Washington
"It was terrible", said Borges,
projects ranging from individual equipments to very area for those who wish to stay close to hoine.
"then the miracle of ihe Lady Of
complex interactive systems involving large numbers
Countles.5 cultural, historical, recreational
Fatima occurred and they were set
of microprocessors, mini-computers and computer and educational opportunities are just minutes away
fr~e."
graphics. Prof~ional growth is enhanced through from NSXs convenient suburban location.
Borges compared this to his own
interaction with highly experienced NSA profes.sionAt NSA your future will be linked to the
situation. "God has a way of
als and through contacts in the industrial and aca- nation's. The vital role that the National Security
setting things up. A little bit of
demic worlds. Facilities for engineering analysis a~d Agency plays demands and ensures constant chal- I I'd like more iriformation about career opoortunities with NSA.
misfortune may be necessary to
make things better. He gave me my
design automation are among the best available. \ , \ lenge and profes.5ional growth.
I
children and I will do what I must
Computer'Sdenc:e: At NSAyou'll discovV ·-:,< '- , To find out more about NSA career opporI :°'lame (print) _.
to protect them."
one of the largest computer installatlons in the worlU tii~ities, schedule an interview through your college I
Horges' sixteen year ola
with almost every major vendor of computer equip- placement office. For additional information on the II Addres~
daughter,
Mary, will be giving
ment represented. NSA careers provide mixtures of \ Natiopal Security Agency, fill in the information
I - - - ------- Phone No. _ _ __
birth in March. Borges said, "She
such disciplines as systems analysis and design, ,
\;\
I
has no regrets - she 'II keep the
I De~ree Level _ __ _ ~1ajor _ _ _ __
scientific applications prograI?ming, data base
\ •
child."
I
I University _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
management systems, operatmg systems, computer \
Borges' daughter plans to finish
networking/security, and graphics.
,
high school and continue onto
\\
college. "Her marks haven't
dropped as a result of this. She's a
high honor student. She still keeps
her plans to he a lawyer."
"Her mother and I will take care
of the baby when she can't. The
baby will be like a brother or sister
to her during the week, a child on
the weekends," he said=
·

Borges

SPECIAL
Famous Wolverine®
Insulated
LEATHER BO_
OTS

Every
Pair

Made to
Sell for
$70-$80

Red's Price

Borges was, however, charged
Lucy Bangs, he responded, "I don 't
know. They say she was hit with a
chair I threw. I don't know for sure
that it happened. It's completely
possible." .
Since the incident at the Center
the fiery, dark-haired , full-bearded
Borges has launched a local
campaign, advocating right-to-life
principles.
Borges said his major complaint

SULLIVAN TIRE CO.

s4599
s4999

WHY PAY MORE?

RED'S-=

.

Sullivan Tire Co.

The career decision you make today _
could influence national security tomorrow.

r-------------------1

L-------------------

OUTREACH
COUNSELING
SERVICES.
A private professional agency
q[fering services for men
and women in transition

Marriage/Re-lationships
· Families
Career Decisions
Sexual issues
Divorces
Hypnosis
Stress Management

20 Madbury Rd. Durhari,
1

868-1241
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Resident - Collegiate Community
Madbury .Road
Durham, New Hampshire 03824

Reverand Joseph E. Desmond
Rev. Frederick J. Pennett, Jr.
Mr. Richard P. Rouse
Parish Priests and Chaplains
to the University of New Hampshire

Telephones ·868-2666 or 862-1310

The Church of Saint Thomas More is a
resident-collegiate community of believing
Christians. As such, · we are continually
striving to search for new ways of
discovering Jesus Christ in our world, to
renew our b~lief in His presence and
influence in our lives, to develop a generous
love which will extend to all people, and to
come together for worship as a sign of our
faith in Him and each other.

It i~ through this witness to' Jesus Christ
that we are the presence of the Catholic
Church on the campus of the University of
New Hampshire. Dedicated to the service of
human needs, we are committed to
dialogue in cooperation with other
communities, always conscious of our
oneness wi•th all Christian communions.

LITURGICAL SCHEDULE

Open Gym Mon-Fri 2-5 pm
OpeA Gym Wed. 7-9 pm

Library and Study Rooms
Open Sunday-Thursday 9 am to 10 pm
J Friday and Saturday 9 am to 5 pm

Ha Iloween Coffee House
-

Catholic Student Organization

MASSES

GYMNASIUM

October 31 8 :00 e_m

Square Dance Oct. 1 / 8:30 pm
"Last Chance String Band "

Saturday
Sunday
Holy Days
Monday-Friday

5 :00 pm
9:00 am, 11 :00 am, and 5:00 pm
To be announced
12: 10 pm Chapel of Student Center

PENANCE
- The Sacrament of Reconciliation
.
Saturday
Before Mass - 4 :30-5:00 pm
Priest's Office
Anytime by request
Communal Celebration
· To be announced

Student Supper Sunday 6 :00 pm
Core Group Monday 8:30 pm
Prayer Group Tuesday 7:00 pm
Folk Group Thursday 7 :30 pm
St. Ann's Home, Friday 3 :30 pm
(Oct . 17 & 31 - Nov. 14 - Dec. 12)
Scripture Study Sunday 7:30 pm
Weekends at Weston Priory

Linda Worster in Concert
December 12 at 8:00 pm

BAPTISM

,.

Children
Adult

By appointment after meeting with
one of the staff
Inquiries into the Faith should be
made to one of the priests

MARRIAGE
Engaged couples should meet with a member.of the staff at
least six months before the proposed date of marriage.

SPECIAL
PROGRAMS
APPROACHES TO CHRISTIAN
LIVING
TOW ARD MARRIAGE

SEARCHING THE SCRIPTUR_E S
.n introductionto the sacred scriptures
of the New Testament. A study of the
world in which the New Testament
originated and the forces that shaped
the various books that give us the
proclamtion of the Good News. This is
an excellent basic course in the new
Testament.
BY: Fr. Joseph E. Desmond
BEGINS: Thursday, October 9, P.M.
REGISTRATION FEE: $6.00

Communication is our message and our
challenge. Through the use of small
group sharing, engaged couples
discuss the realities of married · life;
ct+ildren, money, sex.uality, religion,
maybe even in-laws. No one promises
to give answers. We do promise the
·o pportunity to talk things ,over with
experienced people who care.
BY: Fr. David Lajoie and Leader Couples
DATES: November 8(Day Program);
January 11, 13, 15; February 21 (Day
Program); March 15, 17, ). ~
REGISTRATION FEE: ~10.00 Per
Couple . .

ADVENT: A JOURNEY TOW ARDS
BIRTH AND REBIRTH
(4 Sessions)
Advent takes us into the yearning of all
creation for wholeness, helps us to -~
experience the healing of Christ, and
lets us become healers ourselves in His
Name. Through prayerful reflection on
the Gospel stories, we will deal with the
themes of awakening, conversion,
growing, and rebirth in Christ.
BY: Sr. Shawn Marie, SP and Sr. Ellen
Callanan, RCD
-BEGINS: Tuesday, Noven:,·br 25, P.M.
REGISTRATION FEE: $4.00

Anr,.ual Student Retreat

''LIFE STYLE AND CHRISTIANITY CHOICE OF TWO DATES:
1. Friday October 24 - Sunday October 26

2. Friday November 7 - Sunday November 9
(Leave Catholic Student Center Friday 6:30 p.m.)
(leave Pittsfield Sunday 2:00 p.m.)
Cost: $20.00 per person

'

'

(includes everything)

KITE FLYING FOR THE 80's"
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Oct. 15th - 21st
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MUSO

YOUNG'S
Cheese & Mushroom Omlete,
Toast, Tea or Coffee $1.59

continued from page one

LUNCHEON:
Broiler Specials Everyday
ALSO
20% OF~ ON ALL MENU
ITEMS 2 to 7 DAILY

cult expert Ted Howard and
severa~ others.
In the past, Anderson said ,
MUSO has tried to bring four
major speakers to UNH. She said

(Except Specials & Snacks)
Main Street, Durham
Daily Hours 6:00 AM - 7:00 PM

I
,,~~~~- -~~-------------~

Alcohol-A. most
prevalent drug
• ••

11111

Are you having trouble knowing what you want to do?
Besides earning money, why do you want to work?
How car:1 you make your past experience work for you?

come see:

If you would like to, explore answers to
these questions come to:

Alcohol: A drug of choice
Tu_esdav October 14th

EXPLORING CAREER OPTIONS
2 : 10-4:00 p.m.

· The making of a Quarterback
Tuesday, October· 21
Grafton Room - MUB

starring Roger Stauback
Wednesday, October 15th

Career Progr?ms Sponsored by:
Career Planning & Placement Service
Counseling & Testing Center
Liberal Arts Advising Center

ADMISSION

I
~

.

FkiE

-- ----------=-------•

Ski Sale

nothing major is planned until
next semester.
"Last year there were a lot of
things that didn't eost anything,"
said Feins.
This year lecture prices have _
skyr ...,cketed, he said, citing a 300
percent increase in what mime
Trent Arterberry charges for a
performance.
Muhamad Ali, charges between
$10,000 and $15,000 for a speech,
according to MUSO's booking
agent.
Arterberry is scheduled to
. appear at the University later in the
· semester at a cost of $1200,
Anderson said . And Live Oak, a
group that makes . its own
instruments and plays Celtic
music, will perform for $450.
John Irving, author of The
World According to Garp also
notified M USO yesterday that he
would be willing to speak for
$ 1000. Anderson said Irving, a
UNH graduate, probably would
not speak until next semester.
Dick Gregory, a black activist
and comedian, who has appeared
at UN H before, is also a possible
speaker at the University next
semester, Anderson said .
"I'm not going to be booking
much for this semester because it '
was hard to work with the dates I
had," Anderson said. "There are
only two rooms in the MUB I,can
work with (the Strafford and
Granite State Rooms) and that
makes it really hard to book dates.
That has to be done way ahead of
time. I'm working on next
semester."
Anderson said she spent her
junior year in Austria and had
expected some tentative dates to
have been booked for her when she
returned . The rooms, .however,
were not reserved .
Anderson said only $3000 to
$4000 would be spent on lectures
this semester. The remainder will
be spent next semester when
Anderson said she hopes to
sch edule around ..: igh t major
program'- .

THEY'RE ELECTRIC

PRIVATE LIGHTNING
The Music of the 80's

Cross

BACK-UPBAND-THEIQ~

SKI PACKAGES
Reg.

Dovre Tour Pkg.
Karhu Lahti Pkg.
Fisher Europa Pkg.

130

157
167

SKIS

Reg.

BOOTS

~~\\

31

80
90
Reg.

Norboot Christy
Alpina Leif
Karhu Falun

74.95
97.95
112.95
Now Only!

75

Jofa Touring
-Nordic T_o uring
Elan RB-W

SALE

95

Now Only!

45
50

55

1195

Friday's show will he broadcast over " 7UNH

CLOTHES

YOU'LL' LOVE THEM

~5% to 50% OFF
Knickers -

Friday and Saturday Night, October 24, and 25
8 p.m. in the MUB PUB
_
Tickets on sale at the MUB Ticket ( )ffice
In Advance· - Students $3. 7 5
Non-Students $5.50
At the Door - Students $4.00
Non-students $6.00

Jackets -

Sweaters

TEN DA VS ONLY!!
Oct. 10th to Oct. 19th
102 State St. (Rt.1)
· Portsmouth 431-7764
(Just before Pier II Resta~rant)

Mon.-Fri
Sat.
Sun .

10-8
10-6
12-5

MUSO
Memorial Union Student Organization
862-1485
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his approach to liberal education.
"The function and role of liberal
education is to teach the students
enough so they can discover for
themselves what they need to know
and prnvide them with the tools to
do it," he said.
continued from page three
Smith spoke with optimism of
new UN H president Evelyn
Handler.
"She is decisive and articulate
and has a good grasp of- the
. ,, .
the top o~ our hst, . said G_wenyth problems and potentials of the
Gerhard, mstuctor m nursmg and
·
chairperson of the committee.
"We think it's important to try
to establish a program stimulating
to students who excel in certain
areas," she said. "This program ·
would offer extra depth in
different courses."
Student Body President Bob
Coates agreed with Gerhard. "I
think we need more programs that
would honor academics," he said.
"I think we honor a number of
other things such as excellence in
athletics, but there hasn't been
much drculated for excellence in
academics."
The Elliott fund is used to fund ·
projects the state would not .
normally finance. It was donated
by John Elliott, a former
University graduate, who left
UNH more than $4 million when
he died.

Honors

Sllllth

University," he said.
S(Ilith went on to say Handler
seems supportive of liberal
education and wa,nts the college to
remain a vital .and influential part
of UNH's curriculum.
Arthur Borror, a professor in ·
the Zoology department at UNH,
is in charge of finding a permanent
replacement for Dean Spitz.
"I'm not privy to the activities of
the search and screen committee,"
Smith sajd, "but_ I do know tl).ey've.
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BRING-A
CROWD TO
vou·R DOOR!"
, Turn those unused articles
cluttering your house. attic, and l
garage into cash ... hold a garage
or yard salel To get the crowd at
your door, advertise in The New
· Hampshire under our new Garage
Sale Column. Over 11,000 people
will read your ad - think of the
· results you could get! Don't forget
to get up early the day of your sale.
When people read about a Garage
Sale or Yard Sale in ·the N~'s
classified, ~hey shop early.
.

All GARA / YARD SALES
ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID

TERROR TRAIN l!!l ·

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
· CLASSIFIED ADVERT~ING MON-FRI 10-2

862-1490

20th CENTURY-FOX FILMS

continued from page three

~

But if none of the perspective
candidates fulfill the expectations
of the screening committee, the
College of Liberal Arts may be in
the hand of ."the Lame Duck of
Murkland Hall" for some time to
come.

narrowed the original list of
around 150 applicants" to about 25
or 30.
Smith said the finalists from the
first cuts would probably be
announced within the next two
weeks.

s·at. Mat. 1 :30 P.M.

862-1124

862-1920

Remember Thursdays
is "Student Nite".

"I think they (the Liberal Arts
staff) need a change in
administration and I'm anxious
that they should have it," Smith
said.
Smith said he is conservative in

Oct. 14 thru Oct. 18

MILL ROAD SHOPPING .CENTER
Durham N!.H. _Hou~s MON-SAT 9-9

SUNDAY 1-5

FAMOUS RED HEART
WINTUK YARN
• 4 ply
• 3 & 3½ oz.

October 14~ 21
Cafeteria
✓ Coffe 20¢ with your own cup; 25¢ without

I Great dally breakfast specials, $1.25 e.g.
Friday's: 2 fried eggs, toast, homefrles, Juice &
coffee
·
,
,
JMUB Grubs, Inexpensive hot meals
J New: Night grill for hotdogs, hamburgs, etc.,
4:30- 7:30 Monday- Thursday

Catering
✓ Reasonable prices for •·coffee break'' flxin's

ALL
ELECTRIC
·BLANKET BUSTER
Full size,
BROWN
72"x84'~
~...,... Dual Control CLOTHl,NG

includes: coffee, tea, lemon, Sonka, cream,
sugar, cups, & napkins

Cat's Closet

J Invites, candy cards, & buttons for
Halloween partying

Information Center
./Parents Weekend 10/30-11/2; schedules
for pickup

MUBPub
./ Thurs & Sun: Bean, Newies & Oldies
.J Fri & Sat: The Nubs, Rock & Roll
./ NextWeekend: Prlvatellghtnlng

Pistachio's

✓ Hot Fudge Sundaes, only 75¢

LADIES

COTTON SNUGGIES
99
SIZES M-L-XL

·1

USE OUR CONVENIENT
LAY-A-WAY PLAN
THIS
CHRISTMAS

SHOP WELLWOOD AND SAVE

./ Assorted pa~trles & yogurt

Ticket Office
.J Gypsy, 10/14-18
..f Bolcom & Morris, 10/18
J Joffrey Ballet Center Concert Group, 10/18
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Barbie Walsh photos
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Editorial
Bureaucratic snags stall f o.r esters
Nearly 35 UNH forestry majors have
been slapped in the face with the recent nonaccreditation decision by the Society . of
American Forest.Iv.
Students who have attended classes, received
honors in their courses and fulfilled their
requirements for the past four years in th.e
Forestry Department cannot even count on a
diploma in May from an accredited program.
Instead the society sent a mailgram to UNH
last week informing the administrators, faculty
and students that beginning January 1, 1981,
accreditajion will expire.
The reasons for the denial are based on
administrative and faculty shortcomings but it is
unfair that the students are the ones who mµst
suffer.
The department, according to the Society of
American Forestry's review, has not specified
any Ion-term goals or developed follow-up ·
programs since 1970.
And the University's overall credit system has.

hindered the disciplinary demands. As it stands
forestry majors have to take an extra semester's
worth of credit just to graduate. And now the
review team has cited the need for the forestry
majors to register for more chemistry, math and
basic biology courses.
·
The stricter load requfi:ment would require the
forestry student to attend UNH for five years
because the inflexible four-credit system stifles
the opportunity for a student to take an
additional number of courses necessary to
develop a broad forestry knowledge.
Another shortcoming is that the department
with 124 students does not even have a
department head. Instead there is a rotating
coordinator who has no control over allocation of
the department's funds.
Therefore it is impossible for the department
to be run efficiently without a destined organizer
and leader. The Forestry Department is forced to
meet federal standards without the proper
organizational structure.

Another constriction which compounds the
problem is the fact that there are only eight
faculty members in the department on a split
time djvision status and two of those will retire
within the next two years.
Because of these numerous bureaucratic
problems the department is destined to be
eliminated, while the students are being forced
to seek transfer or leave the major.
Adm}nistrators and faculty members ·should
work with the society now especially to get an
extension ofthe department's accreditation until
the end of the academic year.
President Evelyn Handler, Dean of Life
Science and Agriculture Kurt Feltner, and
forestry professors should work with the feebly
exisiting department while it still has some ofits
strengths.
If everyone ignores the problem now it will be a
sorry job market for those seniors graduating in
May and a loss of several hundred students for
UNH over the next several years.

DOtJ'T WORRY,
SOtJ, THIS SHOULDN'T
HURT YOUR TOB
O:PPORTU~ITI E:5 /

IT'S ONLY AN
EIG-HT'/ FOOT DRoP!!

y
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Co~e to The New Hampshire critique · today
in the. Hanover Roo1n of the MUB at 12: 30.
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Letters
Cha-n nel 11
To the Editor:
Your coverage of the most recent
problems at Channel 11 has boosted
the morale of the professional staff
considerably - it gives us hope that our
always difficult and recently worsening
:,,vorking conditions may soon be
1mpr~ved. But you have only explored
the tip of the retrofit iceberg. ·
The disregard for human health and
safety we endure daily is bearable only
because of our satisfaction in helping to_
prod_u~e useful and interesting
telev1S1on programming for New
Hampshire. That satisfaction.
however. is ~inirrial for the students
who work part time at Channtil I l's
more menial jobs in order to gain some
sort of television experience. For
example. a young Indian student
named-Jayan (K.G. Jayanath) recently
accepted a job with Channel 11 as a
janitor in the midst of our University managed retrofit. Jayan quickly won
the respect and affection of the staff for
his cheerful attempts to cope with the
daily debris left by our busy offices
compounded by the toxic debris of the
retrofit.
After a few weeks of vacuuming and
dusting areas where old insulation was
torn out (and not cleaned up per
specifications) he began to cough
blood. His doctor advised him to cease
working for a while, but after a week's
rest he has expressed his desire to
return to his job. His drive to learn
about television production apparently
outweighs his self-protective instincts.
My admiration for his drive,
however. is surpassed by my anger with
the managerial indifference accorded
him. To date Channel 11 has expressed
no official concern that an employee's
work may have contributed to his
alarming symptoms. UNH has
expressed no concern to him. nor has it
assured him of any actions taken to
alleviate his dangerous working
conditions._ The rumors floating
around campus about eye irritations.
headaches and nausea induced by
retrofitting are worrisome.
Charlie King, the singer-composer.
has a song which goes "Our Life is more
than our Work, our Work is more than
our Job." Can it be right that working
people dedicated to useful work are
!Orced to endanger their lives by their
Jobs? There's nothing benign about this
neglect - it is callous disregard for
human health and safety. I urge The
New Hampshire to more fully report
on the effects and efficiency of the
campus wide retrofit program.
Michael Gowell
Director. Film Dept.
Channel 11

Programming
To the Editor:
I read. with interest. the article in last
Friday's The New Hampshire
concerning the "programming rivalry"
between M USO and STVN. Having
been involved with STVN for the past
few years, I believe I can offer some
insight into the situation. If Jon Feins
would do some research, he would find
that STVN 's concept specifies ( even
clearer than MUSO's) its purpose to
" ... provide free, entertaining and
educational programming for the
entire student body."
And as far as programming is
concerned, STVN is unquestionably
doinj amuch better job with its share of
the Student Activities Fee than M USO
is. So I suggest someone throw a crying
towel to Mr. Feins and tell him to keep
his nose in his own business.
In conclusion, I'll just echo Bob
Coates' suggestion, ... "Let the students
make the choice."
Greig Cronauer
Former General Manager
STVN

CARP
To the Editor:
Congratulations! Your editorial on
October 10, 1980 was quite a good shot.
Too bad none of it had any substantial
truth, because you sure tried like cr~zy
to scare everyone around from Mame
to Mass. with your alienation and
brainwashing mouth flapping. Bull

chips!
.
Let's talk specifics! If you have
something to say, well then say it! Let's
have some facts! Your misunderstal\ding of CARP is something very
detrimental to our survival at UNH.
If you disagree with what is taught in
the Unification Priniciples, which
cover Judaic-Christian history,
modern world history and God, then
why not state your ideological position
instead of trying to rely on fear and
religious prejudice.
Wednesday night from 7 to 9 p.m. at
H.S. in room 139 CARP will hold an
organizational meeting. This will be an
open di~cussion meeting for anyone
who is concerned about God, parents
morality, and W.W.111. Thank you
very much. You, the editor, may
consider this a special invitation.
Pres. Michael Tillman, L.P.N. CARP
UNH

Hood House
To the Editor:
What masquerades as a service, costs
you $50 and is mandatory? Duck
house!
I wish to register my dismay for the
record- on services rendered to two of
my fellow graduate students in the
Animal Sciences Department by Hood
House. The two students in question. I
believe, suffered pain and anguish
while under the auspices of Hood
House attendants. One of the above
-call}e dangerously close to losing a life.
Last semester the service was
optional and few people were using the
service that could have . In an attempt
to prop up this service's financial status
the service became mandatory. Has the
services rendered. beyond the cold care
and health counseling, improved_with
this sudden infusion of money? I
suggest not.
I do suggest that the Hood . House
services return to offering quality cold
care and health care counseling and
dispense with the duplication of
services and equipment that can be
found in the local area hospitals.
Maintenance of duplicating services
can only drive up the costs of offering
services and in the end cost the
consumer-student.
Clayton Ogilvie

Creine
To the Editor:
Announcements of a second coming
have become commonplace in recent
years. One would-be messiah has
barely faded from the public eye when a
next is declaring himself to be a
reincarnation of Christ. Against this
backdrop it is indeed embarrassing to
ask intelligent people to seriously
consider a new possibili~y. I do so only
because I believe that to remain silent
at this point would be to do us all a .
great disservice.
Over the last five years it has been my
fortune to be near an unfolding of
events and teaching from which I can
only condlude that a great avatar, the
World Teacher for the coming age, is
presently emerging into our midst. I
recognize that this is a fantastic claim
to make, but it is one that all concerned
with humanity's future should at least
explore. If I am right, before April 1982
all doubt will have been erased from
even the most skeptical minds.
.
There are three sources of my
conviction: historical precedent, the
Alice A. Bailey teachings, and my
personal contact with a British artist
and esotericist, Benjarrtin Creme.
History tells me that great spiritual
leaders exist. Having come in the past,
they could certainly come again.
The Alice Bailey teachings, which
satisfy my highest standards of truth,
describe in detail the workings of
spiritual masters and announce the
imminent reappearance of their great
leader, the one we in the West know as
the Christ. While no specific date of his
coming is given, Benjamin Creme,
fulfilling a role described in the Bailey
books, has been working for the last
five years to inform the public that the
scheduled reappearance is taking place.
now.
Everyt!1ing about Creme supports
the validity of his statement. His
fundamental humility, profound
spiritual insight, and complete
dedication to service are unique in my
experience. Furthermore, his access to
great spiritual energies is a palpable
fact experienced by many who attend
his lectures.
Of course none of these sources need

carry any weight of authority for
anyone else. The facts as I understand
them are clearly expressed by Creme.
Total belief in them is not so important
as an open-minded acceptance to the
Christ's message and teaching when he
reveals himself.
George Catlin
Broklyn, NY
P .S. Ben Creme will be the guest
speaker at The Balancing Point, 38
Daniel Street in Portsmouth, Friday,
October 24.

Readers

your typed

OInhudsinan
To the Editor:
What was that sickening noise that
was heard across campus this summer
that resembled the crunchingsquishing sounds of a cockroach being
dispatched by a heavy heeled shoe? It
was no insect! It was just the Office of
the Ombudsman being subjected to
budgetary review. If one hadn't
noticed, the Office of the Ombudsman
has been bureacraticaHy dispatched by
the standard operating device: lack of
money. Bureaucratic self-criticism isn't
a high priority item.
In place of the Office of the
Ombudsman, the pernicious
provacateur and contemptable
complainer will be compelled to
confront the perpetuators of their
perrennial problems tete a tete. In the
past the Office of the Ombudsmll;n
acted as a sensitive go-between to
which students faculty and staff could
come to resolve situations of irritability
generated by intransigent interpretations of policy and or regulation.
Guidance from this 'office allowed the
petitioner to navigate the intracacies of
an implacable bureaucracy.
Now the student, faculty or staff will
have to navigate by dead reckoning
past the Charybdis and Scylla of
UNH's bureaucracy following the
Siren's call to resolve the situation
amicable .
Clayton Ogilvie

letters

to the Editor

in Rm. 151 .
of the MUB.

·The New Hampshire
Police
To the Editor:
I would like to publicly thank the
Durham Police Department for their
patience and understanding over the
homecoming weekend.
Four cars were illegally parked out in
front of my fraternity Saturday ofter
the football game. The Durham Police
drove uo and started ticketing the cars
in spite of the fact that the owners
(Alumni) came out and offered to move
them. The officers refused to allow this
and continued to write the summons.
This was totally unnecessary.
This type of action is what leads to
the terrible relations between the police
dept. and the community.
Once again I than~ the Durham
Police for putting more of a damper on
homecoming than the rain ever could.
Richard E. Unger
A Lambda Chi brother

Assaults·
To the Editor:
To all would-be rapists:
It has been brought to my a"ttention
that the incidence of sexual assault in
Durham is quite high. Before you set
out to commit such a dastardly deed,
think Jhrough, very carefully, all the
possible consequences, legal, moral,
psychological and physical. Both you
and the potential victim have a
tremendous amount to lose. Don't
show your machismo. Show some
respect.
Toby Miller
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A.rts & Feature·s
Forbert: you cannot win if you do not play
By Joel Brown
"A boy's gotta have some fun,"
Steve Forbert explained to h,is
UNH audience Sunday night, in
the midst of committing some
surprising rock and roll.
Sin,ger/ songwriter Forbert
banged on his snappy red
Stratocaster till almost midnight,
leaping around the stage like Pete
Townshend, and even jumping
into the crowd to join the pogo
party down front at the end of his
SCOPE-sponsored show. It was a
wild performance from someone
whose last album was called
"Little Stevie Orbit."
In these days of tough New
Wave, the perception of Forbert as
a romantic songwriter with a soft
heart may have hurt advance ticket
sales; the concert had to be
rescheduled from the cavernous
UNH Field House to the more
intimate confines of the Granite
State Room of the MUB.
But, as Forbert sings, "You
cannot win/ if you do not play,"
and students who decided not to
trust SCOPE and gamble the five
bucks on Forbert missed the best
of several rock shows that have

been held around Durham so far
this semester.
There was an acoustic segment
in the middle of Forbert's concert,
but even that featured threehanded rock and roll accordion(!)
and the rest of the two hour~
F orbert was onstage were devoted'
to straight-ahead versions of his
tunes ,and even a cover of
Creedence Clearwater's ancient
"Lodi."
Every song began with Forbert
stomping a countdown for his fiveman band - a group of pros who
looked like they had been selected
at random from some loundelizard Union Hall. The band was
fine, but they could barely keep up
with Forbert's beery, weaving,
boyish enthusiasm.
From the opening tune, with
drummer Bobby Lloyd Hick's
tossing his sticks in the air at the
slightest break in the music, to the
reggae-beat "Complications" and
the racing, heartfelt "Get Well
Soon," F orbert was in charge.
He looked more like Little
Stevie Orbit during the extended
acoustic set, strumming guitar
between the mandolin and

accordion sty lings of lead guitarist
Steve Bird and pianist Paul Erico.
His thin, high, anxious voice
seemed a little less likely to crack
when Forbert wasn't trying to sing
over the more massive amplifi. cation of the rest of the show.
But in the second half of the
evening, when the wooden guitars
had been packed away, the Dennis
the Menace streak in Little Stevie
came out.
Rock and roll is risk, and it was
at times hard to believe that
innocent face was hiding such a
rock and roll mind. Forbert had a
hard time with things like capos
and song introductions ("Had a
long day in the dressing room," he
explained), but, like painting, the
best rock and roll is seldom a
product of a sober mind, and the
momentum inside songs like
"Lodi," "Who Needs You," and
"Cellophane City" seemed to carry
him up and away.
A scorching "If You Gotta Ask
PaulErico. (JonathanBlal(e!'hl)tn) .
You'll Never Know," a strong,
keyboard-heavy version of slower "Say goodbye -io Little
"Romeo's Tune," finally got a few .Jo ... ," Forbert and company
at the edges of the crowd up on las.hed into the jaunty, honkytheir feet. After a pause for the- tonkin' "Schoolgirl."
I
That was enough to get some of
the looser students on their feet
right in front of the stage doing ·a
fast Jack Daniels two-step.
SCOPE . marshalls moved in
quickly for some crowd control on
!h~ 9_ancers_, but with . a sweep of
flashy red Strat, Forbert said,
"Fuck it, 'let 'em go!" and the night
turned into a large and unexpected
dance party.
Even the seasoned pros in
Forbert's band were shaking their
heads at Forbert's enthusiasm as
they rocked through "I Won't Be
Here No More" and the kick-outall-the-stops encore of "You
Cannot Win" run together with
snippets of "Johnny B. Goode"
and "Beat It On Down The Line."
By then there was
bobbing,
bounding mass of students in front
of the stage as Little Stevie
pounded them six wires, and,
carried away with the moment,
Forqert hopped off the stage and
joined them, disappearing from
sight into the dancing mob, the
perfect way to end a rock show.
Aztec Two-Step opened for
Forbert with the kind of set that
most were expecting from Little
Stevie: mild, contemplative songs
laced with acoustic power-picking.
They seemed to have a lot of
devotees in the crowd, but they lost
this reporter when they started
sinJ:?;ing about whether HumptyAir-bouid Steve F"orbert a;dba~d see·~ to be pleasing the UNH audience at last Sunday night's performance.
Dumpty jumped to his de- .
(Jonathan blake photo)
struction. Indeed.
SteveForbert.
(Jona than Blake photo)

a

Comedy, so,:,,g, dance, and tame burlesque
By Michael Landroche
"Like the good Lord says,,,.
warned the high-spirited Rose in
the UNH theatre production of .
Gypsy, "you gotta take the rough
with the smooth." But even though
last night was just the preview
performance before tonight's
opening, all but a few rough spots
in the performance had been
smoothed over, turning Gypsy into
a delight for the entire audience.
Directed by Carol Lucha Burns,
Gypsy was a well integrated series
of comic one-liners, dance, music
and song with an emphasis on the
theme of familial relationships.
The story is based on the life of
noted burlesque stripper Gypsy
Rose Lee played by Donna
Desanto.

DeSanto not played not only the
part of the elegant Gypsy, but the
timid, unconfident Louise (the
younger gypsy). The two roles
were opposites but she performed
them equally well. '
The main character, however,
was Rose, Gypsy's mother, played
by Sza Cornelius. From her
opening song, "Some People,"
Cornelius grabbed the audience
with her voice and the stru22lino
but determined personality of the
character she portrayed ..
Scott A. Wilson, playing Herbie,
manager of Rose's act, "Baby June ·
and her Newsboys," portrayed
perfectly the middle-aged, greying
at the temples, vaudeville agent,
who happ'ens to love kids.
He was steady, conservative,

Jommg in the dance with Tulsa.
and believable.
This is the point where the
One of the classic lines of the
character of Louise becomes
play spurted out of Rose's
dominant in the play.
consistently loud mouth after
Thematically speaking, the first
Herbie asks her to marry him.
"After three husbands," Rose . act was all Rose, the second all
said,"it takes a lot of butter to get
.
.
Louise.
And although most of the action
you back in the frying pan."
of the second act revolved around
A highlight of the first act came
Louise, there was still room for
when Tulsa, one of the farmboys,
soem soft-core. burlesque.
played by Kevin LaChapelle, sang
The strippers, Tessie, Mazeppa,
and danced to "All I Need Is The
and Electra, were all scantily clad
Girl."
and, if you're into gladiating
Up until this point in the play
trumpet players, electrically
there had . been no solo dance
outlined breasts, or hips beating to
numbers. LaChapelle, sans the
classical ballet, they were
taps on his shoes, started with a
slow soft-shoe, but ended with an
somewhat seductive.
The climax of the play came
invigorating, high-stepping, tap
when Louise. dressed in a red satin
dance.
The scene ended with Louise· · gown. dancing across the stage.
I'

gradually dropping a shoulder
strap and showing off a little of her
right thigh, turned into Gypsy
Rose Lee.
Rose, reacting to her own
}onliness and to her. daughter's
success, took her turn. Her song,
"Rose's Turn". rounded Rose as a
character, and at the same time
rounded out the play.
"Everybody needs somethi~g
impossible to hope for," Rose said
to Louise earlier in the play. Even
though it won't be impossible for
the UNH theatre to improve on
last night's preview rehearsal, if
nothing is improved, it will still
have been worth it.
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Tickets for Gypsy can be
reserved by calling the
ticket office at 862-2290.
Rough Draft by Randy Blossom

Scary monsters

~za_ Cornelius and Scott Wilson in the musical comedy, Gypsy. The play
·

1s directed by Carol A. Lucha.

Can he survive the crises offame?
By Joel Brown
.
· The joke is about Sandy Bates, a
filmmaker much like Woody
Allen, and what it means to be a
star of that proportion. But the
punchline socks Woody's critics,
fans, groupies, agents, disciples,
and so .on. The public, in Allen's
new film, Stardust Memories,
looks like the nine circles of hell.
It seems unnatural, but the film
opened at th~ Tri-City in·
Somersworth at the same time as
Boston and New York. It is as if
Allen wanted to reach all of his
·audience at the same time with the
message: THIS IS WHAT YOU
LOOK LIKE TO ME.
For much of the past year, you
could read in magazines stories of
people who had been stopped by
Woody, on the street or at work,
and ·a sked to read for his new
movie. All of them show up in
Stardust Memories,interrupting
Allen's romantic conversations,
his business arguments, even the
solitude of his bed; wanting
autographs, jobs, artistic bons
mots, and m one case, "to make it"
with the famous man. Their
grotesque or sometimes only
bizarre faces, like a montage of
Diane Arbus freak shots, keepslipping between the plot and the
camera.
That style is (rom Fellini, and 8
1/2. So is the story of Stardust
Memories. Like that Italian classic
the story of a filmmaker's crises in
a resort hotel; in Stardust
Memories, it is the Stardust Hotel
in New Jersey, site of a weekend
film seminar. Behind it all is the
same basic fable Allen has used in
Manhattan and Annie Hall: funny
filmmaker has romantic crisis and
artistic crisis, filmmaker flashes
back to child.hood, then filmmaker
gets girl .and recovers his

1

confidence that art is worth living.
As with Manhattan, cinematographer Gordon Willis has done
amazing things with black and
white, with those faces, with the art
deco Hotel Stardust. The images
seem clearer and smoother
somehow, than a color film. The
production design turns this New
Jersey resort into a futuristic land
that reminds us of Farenheit 451 or
The Prisoner or maybe Tommy's
Holiday Camp; all are appropriate
comparisons.
As a director, Allen grows more
visual with every film; Stardust
Memories is as striking to look at
as his Interiors was. He is also
getting better and better with
actors. or to be precise, actresses.
As usual, there are a whole
squad of bea.utiful, intelligent .
women in the film, and they come
close to running away with the
movie with Allen's full
collaboration. Marie-Christine
Barrault, who spends the weekend
deciding whether or not to move in
with our auteur, does Liv Ullman
better than Liv Ullman even
though Woody is not Ingmar
Bergman. Jessica Harper,
Woody's salvation of sorts in the
end, is great as a sexy, confused,
hip, classical violinst; the way the
part is written though, there is no
way she could make any sense out
of it, so she simply plays it a scene
at a time.
The elegant Charlotte
Rampling, as Allen's ex-mistress,
is seen in claustrophobic
flashbacks; her disintegration and
breakdown are an essential root of
Allen's crises. A series ,of one-line
mugshots taken after her
breakdown is courageous, serious
filmmaking, like Interiors was-sometimes. Her face then sets the
tone of the film just as much as the

black and white film stock or the
fact that suddenly we realize (it
takes an alien to point it out)
Woody's jokes could be a lot
funnier this time around.
Not that the movie isn't funny,
but the. laughter is never quite as
easy as in his other films; we giggle
sometimes at things that we might
laugh at, when we know Woody
doesn't find them funny: the idiotic
babbling of his fans and critics, the
lunatics' (fans'?) company picnic
that he and Harper stumble onto
near the end of Stardust
Memories, the "Jazz Heaven"
ending the newest studio moguls
want to tack onto our hero's latest
work. It is desperate humorsometimes.
'Woody the writer is not at his
best this time, though. This is not a
new story, there are scenes that he
has ripped off from himself, and a
lot of indecisiveness about just why
•the women in his life act the way
they do. Like Manhattan, this is a
movie that only pretends to have a
plot.
Allery has got to find a new story
for his next opus; maybe he should.
direct another film without acting
in it. Because Allen the filmmaker
is getting better and better; the
images, acting, and shooting of
Stardust Memories are his most
accomplished. More than anyone
else directing movies in America
now, . he has the potential to be
among the greatest · if he can
survive the crises of fame. The final
scene of the movie makes me think
Allen knows that, as he lingers in
the empty hotel screening room.
But he has got to move on. He
has got to take that little, redheaded, bespectacled ten-year-old
who has played Woody-as-a-boy
in this and his last few movies and
lock him away in a trunk.

I had a terrible dream last night
It must have been about 4 am. when my eyes opened in horror
at the thought of that little bugger wiggling his way up my neck
and onto my face. Sounds exciting hub'?
I usually don't have nightmares, ·b ut believe me this one was
well founded.
Let me give a little background.
.
, The apartment search this fall in, the Durham area was, as
many know, unusually hectic. To make matters .worse, the
temperatures were in the eighµes the firstocuple ofweeks, so my
roommate and I weren't concentrating too hard on the task
before us.
Nevertheless, by September 10 or so Billy and I finally found a
nice little pad in Barringr,:top, about 4 miles from campus. It even
had the "l?leasant country setting" promised in the off-campus
housing list. And to top that off, our front door is onlv forty feet off
of scenic Route 4 (you know the one with the oil tankers roaring
down it all night and into the morning).
Well, the landlord asked the usual questions, and issued the
usual commands - no loud parties, don't park in front of the
dumpster, no pets. Right? Sure.
The next afternoon Billy and I trucked in our worldly
possessions, piled them into our three room, newly painted, top
floor pad apartment, and headed down to Nicks to celebrate the
score. A housewarming of sorts.
Little did we know, as we sipped Jack Danieis downtown, that
there were dozens gathering back in Barrington for a real
housewarming in our honor.
S9 around midnight Billy Ma€ and I climbed the three flights of
stairs to our new home, totally unaware ofthe reception awaiting
us.
''You got the key?" Billy asked.
"No way, you brought it," I told him.
·
"Ahh, it doesn't matter," Billy said, and reached into his wallet
for his drivers license to open the door.
The door swung open easily, and I walked in and flipped on the
kitchen light.
·
·"Hey! What the hell was that?" Billy pointed to the stove.
"I don't know, but there goes another one," I said pointing to
the gleaming brown shell streak.in~ across the ceiling.
"Roaches. Goddamit. Roaches.' Billy wasn't enjoying the
housewarming at all.
I saw another one scoot across the floor and took off in hot
pursuit of the critter. He hung a sharp right and ducked under the
fridge. I banged my knee on the cupboard door. Expletive deleted.
As I walked away from _the fridge, a bustle of activity to my right
caught my eye.
·
I leaned over and peeked into the wooden ·trash can in the
comer. Inside, there must have been a dozen ofthe little crawlers
soaking in some warm Budweiser in the bottom of a twelve
ounce bottle.
"Jesus. There having a party in here Bill."
Billy came over and grabbed one ( which was more than I was
willing to do). I mean, this thing was bio; and ugly - close to _an
inch long. He dazed the critter with a flick ofhis finger and set it .
on a dish. He did the same to a couple more, the biggest ones he
could find. He set the dish in the freezer. ·
'There. Show that to the goddam landlord." Billy was still mad
at the guy for making him give up his cat.

•••

The next day I called the landlord and told him we had a
problem.
"A problem?''
''Yeah. Cockroaches."
''You gotta be shittin' me."
·
"Nope."
The guy seemed genuinely upset, and within a couple of days ·
he had an exterminator over to roust the creatures. He looked
·more like a professor than a bug killer. And he was armed with
some heavy chemicals.
It only took the man about three minutes to locate several
hundred of the gleaming vermin. Under the cupboards. In the
drawers. Under the carpet
When h~ pulled out the stove, he showed me the root of the
problem ( as if I wanted to see). The _previous tenants had
dropped a box ·or raisins behind the stove. That, he said, was
enough to keep them going for a year.
"German cockroaches," the man said.
"Oh yeah?"
"See that egg?" he said, holding up a female, "there's sixty more
in there."
"No kidding," I replied, wishing he'd drop the lesson and
commence the killing.
''Yup. Thousands a year out of each female."
I made sure he sprayed every inch of the place.
That was a month ago. It took a few weeks for all ofthem to die.
I think. The first week they were crawling out and turning legs
up, dead on the floor. Billy would zip them up with the carpet
sweeper. After two weeks we would only see one now and then like when one of.us had a date over for dinner.
The roaches are gone now. We hope. But the paranoia lives on.
We still look for them when the lights go on. Or when a fly trots
across the couch beside us.
'
"Hey! What was that?" Billy was standing at the door to my
room.
·
"Nothing, buddy. Bad dream.''
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MUB

continued from page t_hree

••we came up with certain
limitations for the retainin_g wall
~ of New

tiampshl,e

Celebrity Series
· Bolcom &
piano

such as adding four feet to the
retaining wall, limiting the weight
load on the ramp, and three
additional feet of soil and
orohibiting digging," he said.
~ of New tiampshl,e

Celebrity Series

Morris

Pollsh

soprano

·Chamber Orchestra

Goodspeed explained that soil is
need·ed· for support between the
building and the wall, . and if
digging was allowed the structure
(platform) would collapse.
Minor problems concerning
initial calculations slowed the
design originally, but Devito said
he's still shooting for construction
this fall.

Mural
continued from page one

sketch stage, but so,.me of them
have been completed already.
On the second floor of
Hitchcock is a painting of a frog on
a lH~ ~a_d with a flower iri . one

BRAND OPENING
OCTOBER 15th, 1980
Upstairs at
58 Main Street
Durham N.H.
Wed.- Sat. 10-4

8 p.m. Fri., Oct. 17
Memorial Union

"Classy"

8 p.m. Wed., Oct. 22
Johnson Theater
Mozart's Divertimento in F maj.
Bartek' s Divertimento for Strings
Tchaikovsky's Senenade .
for String Orchestra
"Brllllant"

Memorial Union Ticket Office
Mon.-Frl., 10a.m.-4p.m.
(603) 862-2290
Senior citizens &UNH shldents
S6.50Inadvance; general $8.50

Memorial Union Ticket Office
Mon.-Ffri., 10a.m.- 4p.m.
(603) 862-2290
Senior citizens & UNH students
$6.50 in advance; general $8.50

Performing works of Irving Berlin
Eubie Bloke, George Gershwin
Scott Joplin, Jerome Kern
Cole Porter, Rodgers & Hort
• Stephen Sondheim & others

Unusual
handmade
gifts by· local
craftperson

Quality used children's
clothing & furnishings
bought & sold
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•
K
.•
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EXCHANGE

r..,, .... -. ,.. ............. -- ------•

CLIP THIS AD and
SAVE 50¢ on any
• ·p urchase $5.00 and
• over Oct. 15-17 ONLY

~
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webbed hand and the finger of the
other pointing to the room next
door. The top of the mural reads
••Lili's Pad".
. The room next door belongs to
Junior Lili Aram, who painted the
mural in one and a half weeks.
••The colors of the walls are kind
of putrid and besides I thought it
was something to do," Aram said.
·•Anyway, I'm one of the few
people who has a name · you can
play on so I might as well take
advantage of it."
The students on the third floor
of Gibbs had an extra advantage in
painting their mural of a dragon
from J. R.R. Tolkien 's book, .. The
Hobbit." Their Head Resident,
Shana Myers has a B.A. degree in
Studio Art.
·•1 don't mind painting the mural
myself, but I really wanted to get as
many students involved in it as I
could. I thought it should be a
dorm project," Myers said.
Freshman Dave McGregor was
one of three students who worked
on the mural with Myers.
.. It _took us just a few hours to do
and it looks really great,"
McGregor said. "I think murals
are great. You can't have just plain
walls. It would look like an insane
asylum if the· walls were just
white."

Going b!lck to · school with a
·great summer tan-only to lose it
in a few . weeks? Keep your
healthy glow ·b y visiting the
tanning · booth at Uppercut
once or twice a week . .
Call today for an appointment.

Oysters 25¢
Clams 20¢

OYSTER.

BAR
Happy .hour
prices, free
hors d'oeuvres
Live entertainment .
Wednesda~hru Friday
4:30 - 6:30 PM

Wild

Men's & Women's Hairstyling

at the nczw england center

Durham Shopping Center

868-7363

.rtraffotd avenue~ durham, n.h. (603) s62-2s1s ..

l lss1'!f-~~~,1·
be doing today. Get the most you;~,, \
. from that degree of yours. Be onet1t
the Engi~ring and Science
'1
. 9rc!dt1,,es whg takf! advantage Of th ·
tyiant <>ppo~tuo~ies to be .a pioneer.
1

Freshman Dave Ericson, a third
floor resident of Hubbard Hall, is
painting a mural of an album cover
from the J. Geils Band and he
. hopes to complete :t by Christmas.
••1 wanted to give it a try and I
think it will be nice to have it up,"
Ericson said. "Besides, it's
something I can sign my name to
before I leave."

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO
GMAT • DAT • OCAT • PCAT
VAT • MAT •. SAT • TOEFL
NAT'L MED BOS '
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NOB • NPB I • NLE

~-+l lUIPIAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Preparation Specialists
Since 1938

For 1nfnrmar1on . Please Call :

(617)-482-7420
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image ot one big happy family." At
Knopf," she said, "there is care at
every stage of the process." ,
The process is long and
involved.
There are copy editors, which
she described as being "important,
wonderful, and dizzying
characters." She said they "dive in
and out of drugstores, to see if a
nerfume is still in existence when
the writer uses it in his novel."
Then J?allies are sent to the
author f~r corrections. Desig~ers

Hood House Editor
continued from page two
continued from page two

could obtain working on their
own," said Regan. Nursing is not
as bad, but the nurses at Hood
House make 15 to 20.percent less
than they could working at a
leading hospital.
Regan also said that people at
Hood House like the security
offer.ed them. "Doctors are certain
of a· number of patients and don't
have to advertise or need capital to
get started," he said.
"A nurse graduating
from college right now could
probably earn twice as much as
some nurses that have been at
Hood House for twenty years," he
said. "But that's because there is a
shortage right now and hospitals
are offering more money. It's very
. competitive."
Last year Hood House had an
excess of over $40,000. However,
$39,000 has already been budgeted
to go back into the hiring of extra
· help and equipment to meet the
needs for this year, Regan said. .
"People think the Health Fee
_ just pays for the doctors and
nurses. However, it also pays for
X-rays, the pharmacy, and the
maintainence of the building
itself," said Regan.
Regan has been health
administration director for three
years, and has a degree in business
and later received a master.1s in
Communications.
Regan said at Hood House
"People walking in off the street
are still waiting less than most
hospital emergency rooms and
certainly less than any doctor's
office."
Although Regan stressed the
fact that people should come to
Hood House whenever anything
serious occurs, he also suggested
that if they could put it off, the lag
hours are before 9 a.m. and after 3
p.m. "If ~ they,. don't want to
complain, just stay away from the
peak hours of eleven to one, if it
can be helped,',-, sa.id Regan.

FOR SALE
CONTACT LENS WEARERS: Save money
on your brand name hard and soft lens
supplies. Send for free illustrated catalog.
CONTACT LENS SUPPLIES, Box 7453,
Phoenix, Arizona 85011 . _10/1_4 .
10/17. BIRKENSTOCK SALE - the
ultimate footweat at CLOSEOUT prices.
Hurry - only 1 pair per size left. Find these
values at the WAX EAR - next to Franklin
Theater ..
Bike for sale : Ross Grand Tour 11, Blue,
21" frame . Brand new, includes Zefal Hp
pump, Christophe toe clips, kickstand and
water bottle . Worth $230, asking $180.
Andy Tomasch 742-5375 (Dover) Be
ready this spring. 10/ 21
For Sale : "CAR-Fl" 5 band equalizer/ 60
watt amplifier. With volume and fader
control. Very compact, 5 months old. Was
$110 new will sell for $80. Call 4313708. 10/21
For sale : 1 pr . Rossignol St. Comps. 195
cm. 1978 model. Used no more than 15
times . Mounted once. Must sell. $100 or
B.O. 868-1646. Ask for Rick. 10/ 14
For sale : KLH Model 71 Stereo Receiver,
15 watts, and a Webcor stereo tapedeck.
If sold together $110. Separate: receiver
$90, tapedeck $30. 868-9727 rm 131 or
862-1646 . Ask for Maureen or Donna .
10/ 14

word smith." Also known as a
copy-writer. "It gave me a chance
to work with the editors," she said.
Last night, Quinn tended to
push Knopf, which makes sense.
She gave th~~pu~lishin~ h~~se an

are usually three to four nonfiction books, and four or five
novels per year, describing the
$7 .95 novel as "an extinct
creature."
'"If you want to publish," Quinn
said, ''you've got to be intrepid
without being crazy or
obnoxious."

Don't be in the dark about the 8Qok ]...oft_...

Every Tuesday

The Book Loft

IS

(at Town & Campµs)

Pizza Nite

.-$ 1.00 _off A~L Pizzas/.

e books
records & tapes

•

toys & games & puzzles

•

cards & party goods

•

Wednesday, Oct. 15th

•

copy machines
halloween masks

IS

Spaghetti ·Nite
$2.50 _- all you can eat

EntertairunentWed.-Sat.
9:00-Closing

•

decoraiion

Open 7 days a week

This week's special (thru. Sunday
Oct. 19) 20% off Fischer-Price toys.
868-9661
Visa/Mastercard

Class Ads
KITTERY POINT MAINE.
Attractive
furnished 1 bedroom apt. in large,
attractive private home, farm setting on
Air tight wood heat with oil
water.
auxiliary. Attractive, rustic, economical,
civilized.
Only minutes to UNH,
Portsmouth, Maine beaches. Deposit
required. Pet o.k. Available now. Super
apt,, super location. $300 per month plus
utilities. (207) 439-0780. 10/17.

CARS FOR SALE
1976 Datson FIO wagon . Front wheel
drive. 42,000 miles. One owner. $2495 .
Call 659 -5.Z98 after 6 p.m . 10/29
For sale: Buick Electra, '72. Excellent
condition, new battery. Short-term
visiting professor returning home, so
must sell. Air cond ., heating, power, good
mileage, stereo. $550. Phone 862 -3507
(work hrs .), 749-1545 (evenings &
weekends). 10/ 17
1971 Fiat 850 Coupe (European model). 4
cylinder, 4 speed. Just had valve job and
new muffler. No rust. runs great and gets
35 mpg city. 4 extra radials $1200 or best
offer. Call Carl in Newmarket at 659-3295
after 4 pm . 10/ 14

SERVICES

For sale: Kelty 4~0 backpack and frame.
Like new. $60.00. Call days 868-5412
and ask for Tom. 10/ 17
Hexcel "Competition" skis, 195 cm .,
originally $190(on sale). Asking $99, only
used 3 times - condition: new. Call Don
Fowler_, 862-1078 or 868-1077. 10/ 14.

10/17 Pregnant? Need help? A place to
stay, medical ca.re, financial aid, clothing
and baby furniture. Call Birthiright 4365558.

Guitar For Sale: 12 String Aria . Acoustic.
Excellent condition. New Martin steel
strings. With plush hard case . $145. Call
749-4207 weekday evenings only
please.10/ 14

TREE WORK - Grad. student with 4
years experience for hire. Pruning,
topping, difficult removals. Reasonable,
insured. Free estimates. Call Larry, 9425417. 10/28.

2 microacoustic pro series. 2 speaker
excellent condition , still under warranty
for $250. Also Kenwood Kr 40/70
receiver, excellent condition $175 .
Package deal negotiable. Call Dover 7426341 and ask for Nancy. 10/ 14

FUN MONEY _.:. Take good pictures?
Money with your camera . No developing.
Simple, economical projects. Substantial
earnings. Offer expires 10-31-80. Send
$4.00. Buchlen, Box 21, Bayside, Calif.,
95524.10/ 14

Horse stalls (5). $50.00 per month . Two
Pastures, corral running water . Too many
extras to list call 964-8049. Ask for Tim .
, 10/ 14

decide upon the type-tace, Jacket
cover, and page number sizes.
Bound gallies are sent to reviewers.
"Reviewers," she said, "are very
important. It's that extra shove
that sends the book on its way."
"And," she added quickly,
''don't let one bad review be
daunting."
·
She said Kno rs money-makers

Cat Nip Pub

Typing - Retired Secretary. Experienced in
all types of term papers, letters, resumes,
etc. Reasonable rates . Prompt service.
Located walking distance to UNH . Call
Anita 868- 7078. 20 Park Ct. Durham.
10/ 21

APARTMENTS
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10/F1Professional TYPING at its best by
UNIVERSITY SECRETARIAL
ASSOCIATES. IBM SELECTRIC, choice of
style, pitch; grammar, punctuation,
Spf>lling corrected. Reasonable rates for
superior quality. Diana Schuman, 7424858

ACADEMIC RESEARCH-- All fields. Save
time & improve your grades. Send $1 for
catalog of over 12,000 topics. Authors'
Research, Suite 600-A, 407 S. Dearborn
St., Chicago, ILL. 60605. (312) 922·- 0300.
11/14
Typing. 60¢/page OS; $1 .00/page SS.
Call Karen nights, weekends at 8689666. 10/ 2~.
Typing - Retired secretary. Experienced in
all types of term papers, letters, resumes,
etc. Reasonable rates. Prompt service.
Located walking distance to UNH. Call
Anita 868-7078. 20 Park Ct. Durham.
10/21.
Fast accurate TYPING of your manuscript.
Free pickup and del. $1.00/p. (1 )3328450.10/ 24
Guitar & Manao11n 1essons - txce11ern
teacher has openings in Dover & Durham
locations. I've been teaching a long time
and do it well. Ask around . I play in local
band CAHOOTS. Five dollars - forty
minutes. ALAN ASH 742-8127.10/28

WANTED - The Children's Workshop, a
small alternative school in Barrington,
seeks a work/study student to assist in
the after school program, 2:30-5:30 pm.
Responsible for organization of activities,
attendance, play. Please call the
Children's Workshop at 868-2920.
Thanx. 10/ 17
College Reps to sell HOT FAD ITEM:
Surgeon's Scrub Shirts & Pants .
SUBSTANTIAL PROFIT MARGIN. Free To
Be 2323 Maryland Ave. Bait., Md. 21218
(301) 366-7010.10/14
Wanted : Part-time housekeeperbabysitter. Must have own transportation . $3.50 per hour. Call Cheryl Rae,
Grant Rd ., Newmarket 659-5257. 10/17
Part time openings men's department
mornings and/ or afternoons. Call Dave
Whitehouse - 742 -1893 - RED'S SHOE
BARN, Dover. 10/ 14

26 Y.D . Have we recovered? Will we ever?
You guys are the best. Moosechips said it
all in the card. Love ya . PENGUIN. 10/14
38 Y.O. Saving Granola ... Cutting Plaster
at parties, what herosll What next?
Newicks? Sing-a-longs. Segrams .. Football? Soccer? How bout some apple pie?
Special KariVan Service ..sure, WILD .
Thanks. Z. 10/14
Happy Birthday Babs! Would love some
chili at Gillie's but adding another island
to our list seems like a more appropriate
way to celebrate- like Blackbeard's on the
24th . Okay? 10/14
Tom, I haven't given up on you yeti! Love
always, "Your Secret Admirer" 10/14
Having problems with classes? Feeling
left out all the time? Just can't seem to get
it together? Cool-Aid .Hotline 862-2293 .
We care. 10/21

Bo's Express needs drivers with own cars
immediately for delivery of pizzas and . Students for Anderson meeting in the
Belknap roor'n of the MUB. 6:00 p.m . on
grinders. Open schedules for evenings or
noon
time deliveries. Call evenings 868Thursday Oct. 16. Wear those T-shirts!
Typing done at home. I.B.M. Selectric
2499. 10/ 17.
10/ 14
Tvoewriter. Tel. 742-4704. 11 / 4
OVERSEAS JOBS Summe~/year
Typing - Retired secretary. Experienced in
FMEFINE. Be a jerk- I'll love you anyway. ·
round Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia.
all types of term papers, letters, resu~es,
MAB 10/ 14
All Fields $500 - $1200 monthly,
etc. Reasonable rates. Prompt service. '
expenses paid, Sightseeing. Free Info. The Jewish Student organization will •
Located walking distance to UNH . Call
Write : IJC Box 52-NH1 . Corona Del Mar, hold it's 2nd meeting - pot luck supper at
Anita 868- 7078. 20 Park Ct .
CA 92625. 10/31 .
36 Young Drive on Tuesday, Oct 14th at
7:30 p.m . Anyone interested sign-up at
DurhaW~L
the Common Office in the MUB (across
from room 108) or call 868-1827 (Joe).
Handyman - Person needed to accomplish
10/ 14.
.
minor household repairs . Must . be
First exam grades got you down? Could
you afford to do better on your mid-terms? SENIOR KEY MEETING : Wednesday, Oct.
knowledgeable in carpentry,. painting,
electrical and plumbing . Flexible hours
A TASK student counselor can help you 15 at 7:30 pm in Hamilton Smith Rm . 18.
arranged. Free Dover apartment may be
learn study skills that will help you study This is a mand~tory meeting f_o~ all
more effectively. Come to TASK, Stoke members of Senior Key and add1t1onal
possible in future. Must have own
rm .35C, 862-3698. 10/ 14
inauguration hosts and hostesses. If you
transportation . Call 749 -4208 1-4 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ can not attend contact Lynn at 2- 1495 or
Monday thru Friday. 1~/28
Phi my Delta party when?? Mini dorms. 868-4924.10/ 14
$20/ hour for attractive men of all ages to
10/ 14
------------be photographed for upcoming _book. Call
Attention! Kick up your heals! Come to a
for details. Melfowcrafts Publishing Co.
Phi my Delta when are you going to have Country dance to Benefit the Childre!"'s
your outdoor party? Scott Hall . 10/ 14
Workshop in Barrington . Jane McBride
659-5456 . 10/28
and Matt Fitchtenbaum will feature New
Wanted : Computer Aide for local firm; 15To the only Skeer in my life. Happy 19th England style squares and contras .
20 hrs ./wk . pay negotiable; open to
TK-1 love ya . 10/ 14
·October 18th, at 8 :00 pm at the
Computer Science , Electrical
Northwood Grange Hall. Donation $2.00;
Engineering, Math . Must have
To the "Strapper". Ron Chin, Hollywood children under 12 FREE . Healthy
experience with Pascal. Call Field
awaits your letter . Best regards to the refreshments will be served. Come one
mounds of Joy. Spillster & The Doctor; and all! Bring the family! 10/ 17
Experience Office at 862 -1184.
411 S. Mariposa Ave . Apt. 11 , L.A., Calif. Are you busy Monday night? Interested in
90020
meeting new people? Stop by Ham Smith,
MEN! - - WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS!
rm .139 at 6 :30, October 20th. Check out
American. Foreign. No experience
Career Night Series: Careers in medicine, Circle K, the NEW Club on campus! 10/17
required . Excellent pay. Worldwide travel.
Elliot Alumni Center, 7 :00 p .m .
Summer job or career. Send $3.00 for
Refreshments served. For further
information. SEAFAX, Dept. E-8 Box
information, call Elaine Dewey, Alumni
2049. Port Angelos, Washington 98362.
Center, 862 -2040.10/ 14_
11/4,
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State

Globe
continued from page four

·by Craig White

when the two papers first merged
but he didn't think that would be
the proper response now.
The Globe does not benefit
· much from a drop in the Herald's
circulation, Driscoll said. He said
the phenomena of the "disappearing reader" allowed the Globe to
pick up only about 25 percent of
any drop in the Herald's
circulation.
Television is responsible for this
and the closing of most
metropolitan afternoon papers in
the country .
.. Television has definitely
impaired the circulation of
metropolitan evening papers.
Some of the smaller city papers
seem to be doing alright," he said . .
"Unfortunately I've had the
experience of closing an afternoon
paper. .. the Evening Globe was
driven out of business by television
as far as I can see," Driscoll said.
He also attributed the troubles
evening papers are having to other
factors, such as traffic which
makes it difficult to distribute a
paper in the city.
Driscoll, dressed informally,
said he was a little puzzled by the
trend to morning papers since
surveys show 50 percent of all
newspaper readers read the paper
in the afternoon or evening.

by Jeff MacNelly

Shoe

9AY~I~T AHOT TIPON
A~~TED ~OCOLA1E
SP~NK~E WORKSOFVfAH,,,

Come see the debate
Thursday night
at 7 in the
Granite State Room

·,, ,

I

.

~

IVIEET OUR

),

SKI PROS.

~-:!~~'
Sld~ge
. Specials• .

sgg

COMPLETE WITH SKIS, BOOTS,
BINDINGS, POIES, AND MORE

SUN.Oct. 19, from 12 noon to 5 pm

CA$H IN ON MANY PRE-SEASON BARGINS

FROM ONLY

FREE
.EQUIPMENT
CHECK■UP.

Come talk with us.

Free

Ski Clinic
SATURDAYATl:OOpm

THE GREAT SKI SHOP

SUNDAY AT 2:30 pm
FOX POINT ROAD/ ROUTE , 6

NEWINGTON,N.H. 03801 (603) 431-8270
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degrees.
Junior Alan McEwen said "One
of my professors brings a
thermometer to class and usually
it's between 50 or 55 degrees

Heat
continued from page one

error," he said. '"There will be no
cost overrun on the project except
in the MUB."
"While working in the MUB, we
were in conflict with it's
inhabitants," Mason said,
referring to repeated complaints
from employees of WENH-TV
(Channel 11). The employees
suspected they were unnecessarily
exposed to carbon monoxide, .
asbestos, and silicone fibers.
Mason said work in the MUB
would continue on an overtime
basis "until we 're through."
"Last week the fire department
stopped us on a report of smoke,"
Mason said. "We expect certain
difficulties and inconveniences,
but we hadn't even struck a
(welding) arc."
Besides the MUB, inhabitants of
other buildings lacking heat on
campus are talking: They are also
using space heaters to warm their
offices despite a University memo
forbidding them to do so.
Wayne Burton, assistant to the
dean at Whittemore School of
Business and Economics, said that
despite the policy against space
heaters, the business school's
offices use them.
"It's particularly cold in the first
floor area in the morning," Burton
said. "Although there's a policy
against space heaters, we use them
because typists hands get cold at
temperatures of 50 to 55 degrees."
Burton said the space heaters
~,rought in by personnel finally
i--,lew fuses, so UNH heaters were
hrought in.
In reference to the heating
rroject, Burton said "the
University is at the mercy of a
variety of subcontractors, but I'm
_responsible for the safety · of the
building. Tomorrow's temperature
is going to be 40 ·degrees and
people are going to be cold. Maybe
they'll issue blue and white thermal
underwear."
Overall, Burton thought the
heating project was wise and worth
the inconveniences of noise and
lack of heat.
"It's a pioneering effort. With
hot water there will be better
control of heat than with steam,"
Buton said.
Across the street at the Horton
Social Science Center, Bea Day,
assistant to the associate director
of research, said she spent most of
the day holding a cup of hot water
to keep her hands warm.
In the main lobby of Parsons
Hall, the thermostat was at 55

because the· heat is turned off.
Actually the cold helps to keep you
awake."
The heat in dormitories was
turned on last week.

·f)rescriptioll
Ey~JaSSes*
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SHOE REPAIRING
I
I
•
I
• ·
II
Boots & clogs
Zipper work

I

Shoes may be left at Great
Bay Cleaners on Jenkins
Court in Durham. Pick up
on Tuesdays and Fridays._

I

I
I
I

I ·

Dover Shoe Hospital
6 3rd Street

!_ - - - - - - - _ !2'l!'!L.ff!J. _ -

Frames
and Lense
With Glass·
Lenses
With Plastic

Lenses

nggg
sao··.
_-- ~40 s45 . s50 ·
,s3· .
s45 . ·s52~· ,. ·s5s
,· 0

- - - - -

Friday October 17, 1980
Saturday October 18, 1980
R pm in the MUB PUB

At . Lunette Optlque we,·. believe tl:le .pdce
people pay tor eyewear: Is tOQ high. _
Before yoa..·fllf
your ·prescription, _.,~,re, .. compare ·and . see .us.·for the lowest prices,. liarge~ :1.,ame selection and>
· U.e fastest service In the areai:.
.. .....
·
.
. · . _'

Admission - $1

Ul1NETTE fJPTt.•tlE
·1cEiVSED OP.TICL4NS. -·
. 46l,(:ENf.-RAl.:-AV~-~, ·~!•·•'i

U.P-~ ~-~ S..~~ ~R ~,-poy,1;,~_:

.

. ,.

.149-2094 · : ·.

.

,

·~• . • •

cl+"
Hairstyling

,

!

WE'LL BE LOOKING FOR
YOU
Friday's Show will be
broadcast on _WUNH

. '• .. _

20% 01scouNT r:o·R ~Tuo·e N~s & s~ktoR c111zeN_
. WILL NOT APPLY ON SALES & CONTAC"f,S
·, _
••

THE nues

*Includes contemporary frames. · Tints, · ove-rsize ·:
and strong·er .prescriptions . slightly .e xtra .. With
·designer and metal fram.~s $10 more..
·

some

MUSO
Memorial Union Student Organization
862-1485

..

Walk-ins
Appointments

·

I
I
I
:

MUSO PRESENTS

Slngle ST-25or Rd. Executive
7x25
with ...,Vision
_ _.,_Bifocals
_ __.,_
_..,._
_ ___
Bifocals
Trifocals
Complete

·I

Capture A ·Piece
Of The Past ...

flours
29 Main St. Phone Mon-Sat 9-5:30
Durham
868-7051 Thurs. & .Fri. 9-7:00

If you're a junior or senior, majoring in sciences like math, physics or engineering, the Navy
has a program you should know about.
· It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate Collegiate Program (NUPOC-C
for short) and if you qualify, you ~an earn as much as $800 a month right through your
senior year. Then after 16 weeks of Officer Candidate School, you'll get an additional
year of advanced technical education. This would cost thousands in a civilian school,
but in the Navy, we pay you.
It isn't easy. There are fewer than 400 openings and only one of every six applicants
will be selected. But if you make it, you'll have unequaled hands-on responsibility, a
$30,000 salary after four years, and gilt-edged qualificati6ns for jobs both in the Navy
and out. Not only can it help you complete college, it can be the start of an exciting
If this sounds like your kind of opportunity,
career
ask your Placement Officer to set up an Interview with a Navy
representative when he visits the campus on:

MON-D]tt', OCTOBER 27, 19~0 .
or contact your Navy representative at (617) 223-6216 collect
or send your resume to:

NAVY OFFICER PROGRAMS
470 Atlantic Ave., Boston, MA 0221 0

We Buy and Sell Used Furniture & Clothing!

J
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Black Bears frustrate
:J*~
.
k.
hard-luck Wildcats
came up with a great diving save to
The moment seemed like an his left side.
UNH came out flying in the
eternity, the single frame of film
held in place. At 8:34 of the·second second half and had several good
half, UNH freshman forward scoring chances in c !uding
Kevin Ruesch received a short Reusch's. But twelve minutes into
cross from Dave Douglass and the half, James O'Conner kicked
blasted a drive from ten yards out. another ball towards the UN H
But it was not to be. UNH coach goal.
This one Gaillardetz could not
Bob Kullen, who had frozen in
anticipation, fell to the ground in stop. O'Conner got the ball off a
frustration as Maine goalie David throw in from John Quigly, and
LaPrise caught the ball in his chest · shielding the. ball with his body,
turned and fired a low shot th:~t
and calmly punted it downfield.
"It was a good shot, I just beat Gaillardetz on the left side.
"Obviously that was a big goal.··
happened to be in the right place,"
said Maine coach Doug Biggs.
LaPrise said.
Very little seems to be in place "The gal)le could have gone either
for this year's Wildcat soccer team. way and at the time Jim's goal gave
They created chance after chance us a big lift."
The game began to get rough
with a solid effort against the Black
Bears on Friday, but still came up towards the middle of the second
half. UNH began to realize that
without a goal.
Maine went home with a hard once again time was running out
fought 1-0 victory that raised its while the Maine team fought hard
record to 3-5-2, while UNH to preserve its lead.
John Czajkowski raced with
dropped its seventh straight
opposing defender . Mark
shutout loss.
UNH outshot and outplayed McCarthy for a loose ball, but
Maine but still lost the game. The Laprise beat them both to the ball
Wildcats owned the first twenty and the three fell to the ground in a
minutes of the game, continually pile. More frustration for UNH.
"Guys get frustrated when they
pounding the. ball into the Maine
ca·n 't score so it gets rough around
end.
But UNH was impatient. The the goal," said Laprise. "We
Wildcats jumped offside oh two should know, we haven't scored
indirect kicks nullifying good too many goals ourselves."
UNH created good chances with
scoring opportunities.
Bob Remeyson, who is usually continued pressure in the closing
the back.:up goalie but started the minutes of the game, but the
game at forward, had two good Maine defense, led by LaPrise,
opportunities off head balls. Then who made fifteen saves, turned
John Czajkowski headed a ball away every shot either at . or in
past the Maine goalie that bounced front of the goal.
And so it ended. The visiting
off the inside of the post. The ball
would just not go in for the
Maine team left the field happily
,congratulating their goalie while a
Wildcats.
Maine came to life later in the dejected UNH squad wandered
half, taking advantage of some around the field wondering when
sloppy UNH defensive,play. At the this bad dream will end.
"We should have had them,"
34 minute mark, freshman James
·O'Conner kicked a bouncing ball said UNH fullback Bgb
towards George Gaillardetz in the Crowley. "I don't really want to
UNH goal. The sophomore goalie talk about it."
By David Elliott

Scoreboard
UNH

UMaine

Passing

15
65-182
8-12-0
91
73
346
3-2
7-76

13
28-98
10-23-6
194
61
353
2-1
2-20

First Downs
Rushing/Yards
Passing
Passing Yards
Return Yards
Total Yards
Fumbles/Lost
Penalties/Yards

Dave Rebholz (Maine)
Denis Stevens (UNH)

23
12

10

0

8

Pass Receiving
No.

Rushing
Lorenzo Bouier (Maine)
Jim Quinn (UNH) .
Curt Collins (UNH)
John Nocera (UNH)
Denis Stevens (UNH)
Dave Kaas (UNH)
Steve Mccue (Maine)
Dave Rebholz (Maine)

Att.

23
22
19
7
13
4
3
2

2
0

91

Yards

6 156
3 35
3 35
2 22
16
2
1 16
1
5

Pat Madden (Maine)
Curt Collins UNH)
Peach (UNH)
Nockett (Maine)
McCue (Maine)
Quinn (UNH)
Nocera (UNH)

TD

Int. Yards
6 194

Att. Comp.

TD

Long

1
0
0
1
0
0
0

66
22
14
13
16
5
5

Yards

TD

Long

96
85
45
27
'16
9
3
-1

0
1
0

12
13
6
10
8
4
2
4

0

0
1
0
0

Long

66
22

UNH sophmore fullback Chip Rogers puts a move on a UMaine defender. ( Bill Hill photo)

Friars fry netwomen, 6-3
By Sue.Valenza

The UNH Women's tennis team
faced a tough Providence .College
squad yesterday coming home
with a disappointing 3-6 loss. The
loss drops the netwomen to 2-7 on
the season.
In a game plagued with
controversial line calls, number
one. seed Lori Holmes came up
with a strong 6-3, 6-2 victory over
PC's Nancy Curtain. Holmes was
the only Wildcat to post a victory
in singles competition.
"With her family there along
with home town spectators
(Swansea, Mass.), Lori was
determined to win and she did,"
explained Coach Joyce Mills.
Playing in the number two
position for UNH was Sara
Wenigmanh, taking the place of
the absent Celeste Beliveau.
Wenigmann lost her first ma1ch of
the . season . 2-6, 0-6 to Vicki
Govatos.
"Sara has been on the team and
has been practicing all season but
hasn't had a chance to play in a
match. Yesterday, she played quite
well against a much stronger
player," comme.nted Mills.
Also suffering losses for the
Wildcats were Kelly Torr in the

Punting
·No. Yards
5
167
5
193

Ave.

Long

33.4
38.6

40
47

For the third consecutive match,
the Wildcats major strengths lied
in the · doub1es matches. The
number one team of Kim and Lee
Bosse was defeated 1-6, 4-6 by PC's
Ann Mancine and Diane
Desauniers but both the number
two and three doubles teams for
UNH were able to post victories
narrowing the large margin
existing between the teams at the
conclusion of singles play.
Comprising the number two
doubles team for the Wildcats were
Winnie Gutmann and Lee
Robinson who posted their fourth
consecutive victory with a 7-5, 46,6-4 win over Sue McKeever and
Jill Sharkey. "Lee played
ex~eptionally well," noted Mills.

Sophomores Sue Hannas and
Patti Crowe, rebounding off of an
exciting victory over Dartmouth
last week, thrashed PC's number
three doubles team of Helen
Brosco and Orlyna Mattera 6-2, 62. Providence took the match 6-3.
"When I found out that they-had
beaten UConn earlier this season
(UConn defeated UNH 8-1), I
knew we were in trouble,"
explained Mills. Providence
·attended the Nationals in Region
II last year and is currently 5-1 on
the season.
The Wildcats host Colby
Wednesday in a match that Mills
predicts to be "very close." "We
defeated Colby in a close match
last season. They always give us
strong competition."
On Thursday, six UNH players
will be attending the New England
Invitational Tennis Tournament
which fields 64 singles players and
64 doubles teams. Representing .
the Wildcats will be the number
one and number two singles and
doubles players: Lori Holmes,
Celeste Beliveau, Kim and Lee
Bosse, Winnie Gutmann, and Lee
Robinson.

Harriers run over Maine, I 7 -4 7
By Catherine Plourde

The UNH women harriers came
on strong Friday to redeem
themselves for their sole loss of the
season, by soundly defeating the
University of Maine in a dual meet
at the College Woods.
UNH was defeated at Maine in
its opening meet of the season, but
UNH's top seven did not compete
in that meet. This time, however, a
complete pack of Wildcats ran
over the Black Bears, 17-47.
Only one Maine harrier, Kim
. McDonald, managed to disrupt
UNH's top seven by capturing
fourth place.
Nine UNH women bettered
their personal records on the home
course. Sophomore Chris
Bergeron broke the tape with a
time of 17:46, chopping an
incredible 23 seconds off her

previous best of 18:09. She missed
breaking the cours~ record by
only four_seconds.
Senior co-captain Cathy
Hodgdon returned to her usual
running form after a few weeks
with achill.es problems. Hodgdon
placed second with a time of 17:53,
knocking 21 seconds off her
personal best.
"I was due for it," said
Hodgdon. "I just. had to prove to
myself that I could do iL"
T-Ci Wilson nailed down third
place also bettering her top time.
Sarah Dunwoody, Kathy
Brandell, Mary Ellen Rose, Laurie
Munson, Karen Dunn and Eileen
Hart all bettered their past records
on the course to round out UNH's
top nine.
"It was nearly a perfect score,"
stated Krueger, "but when you

finish 1-2-3, you've clinched a dual
meet. I was more impressed with
the times the girls achieved and the
aggressiveness they showed than
anything else. Those times are
incredible."
UNH has one more meet on its
home course giving Bergeron
another opportunity at breaking
the course record when Bowdoin
comes to UNH Wednesday for a
dual meet.
The Wildcats will then travel to
Amherst for a quadrangular meet
with UVM, UMass and URI
before their initiation into "the
biggies", as Krueger calls the
championship meets and
regionals.
"We've had our share of
injuries," said Krueger, "but by
next week we should be healthy,
wealthy and wise."

Volleyhallers .capture third place
By Donna Dayton

Calkins (UNH)
Nardone (Maine)

number three spot falling to Patty
Carver 4-6, 1-6; number four seed
Hilary Branch who was defeated in
a close match 6-3, 1-6, 3-6 by Paula
Hevert; number five seed Beth
Howley losing in a contest that
included four match points, 4-6, 57 to PC's Lisa Tutunjian; and sixth
seed Lisa Hicks coming up short 67, 3-6 to Linda Duchaine.
Providence held a 5-1 lead going
into doubles competition.

The UNH women's volleyball
team captured third place in the
Southern Connecticut Tourney on
Friday and Saturday. Providence
College,after taking a second
place .
in its last three
· tournaments, finally received top
honors with a victory over
Southern Conn. in the
championship match.;

The Wildcats dropped a 13-15,
15-5, and 15-7 decision to
Sot!thern Conn. in the first match
of tournai;nent play.
The Wildcats shook off their
loss to Southern Conn. and
regained their concentration in
time to defeat Queens College 1512, 15-2. UNH had defeated
Queens in the U Mass Tournament
two weeks ago, 15-11, 15-12.

The Wildcats then went on to
slip past the University of
Vermont, 15-13, 15-10.
Saturday morning, the
Wildcats, led by co-captain Ellen
Win.iarcyzk and sophomore Jean
Camp an e 11 i defeated t h.e
University of New Haven 15-6, 1513 to earn them a ticket into the
semi-finals.
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Curt Collins: The little guy with the quick feet
By Larry McGrath
.
There's a new kid in town.
Number 40 standing on the
sidelines in Cowell stadium is
freshman Curt Collins, all 168
pounds of him.
lie is listed in the UNH program
at five foot, eight inches. Up close
he seems to be slightly shorter than
that.
"Coach Vaas (UNH offensive
backfield coach Peter) had worked
with Curt a couple of years ago in a
· summer -football camp," UNH
head coach Bill Bowes said. "He
said that Curt could 'do a lot of
things well but he was awfully
small. We invited Curt up to
campus and he was still small."
At a glance the tailback from
Hamburg, New York doesn't fit
the mold of the big Bill Burnham Jim Quinn type of tailback that the
UNH offensive game plan revolves
around. This doesn't bother
Collins now, but football at
Durham took some getting used
to.
"When I came here the first week
of practice, I was in awe of my own
teammates," the soft-spoken
running back said. "Since then I've
felt more comfortable. J know I
can play."
The tailback is the hub of the
offense favored by Bowes but
when Collins arrived in fall camp
there was an abundance of people
at the position. The line-up of
candidates included leading rusher
of the previous season, Jim Quinn,
and the number two man Dwight
Halmsley. Larry Lawler and fellow
freshman Mark Nichols were also
.. slated ~o. vie for playing time.
Reahzmg the athletic ability that
Collins possessed and the crowded
situation at tailback, Collins was
moved to split end.
"It only took five minutes to
realize what an athlete Curt
was;"Vaas said. "We had an
abundance of tailbacks so we
decided to move him to split end.
You always want to get your 22
best athletes on the field. This was
the quickest way to get him in there
and get him the ball." .
Halmsley left the squad and
Quinn had early injury problems
so replacements had to be found.
The surplus of tailbacks was
raP.idly !hinning out.
Curts come a long way,"
Bowes said. "After a week at end
we moved him back to tailback.
He's a smart kid. He picked up the
offense very quickly."
So quickly in fact, that yesterday
the speedy scatback was named
both ECAC and Yankee
Conference rookie-of-the-week.

Against Maine on Saturday,
Collins showed his versatility by
piling up 146 total yards. He made
a key run with a screen pass to set ·
up the go-ahead touchdown late in
the third quarter, a two-yard
plunge by Quinn, who alternates
most plays with Collins bringing in
plays to quarterback Denis
Stevens from Bowes.
"It puts pressure on the defense
to stop the two of them ( Quinn and
Collins)," Bowes said. Jimmy's so
powerful and fast and while Curt
isn't going to get anything on his
own, he'll make you miss. One play
Saturday he swept left and there
was no hole but he still gained
three."
Quinn is the number one man.
His 622 yards last year in seven
games speaks for itself. Quinn has
continued to roll up big chunks of
yardage this year with 460 yards in
the four games he's played this
season. He is a running machine.
Give him the ball and turn him
loose. Grinding out his 85-100
yards every game. Carry after
carry, game after game.
Collins is the artist. A whirling .
dervish who spins and dances
creating something out of nothing.
Pirouettes and slicing darts typlify
his ad-libbed choreography.
Unpredictable even to himself.
"It's not something you can
learn, I don't think," Collins said.
"It's iust natural. I used to pattern
myself after the best-O.J.- but even
though that was my nickname for a
while, I think I've developed my
own .style.
"I just try to be shifty," he
continued. "I only give (to the
defender) the part of my body that
can get hurt the least. I always run
with my knees high."
Only in a Wildcat uniform for a
little more than a month, Collins
has already made his presence
known - especially in the
statistician's sheet. The freshman
leads the team in punt and kickoff
return yardage 1n addition to
sharing the number spot in pass
receptions with fellow first-year
man Bill Peach.
"I just run hard every time,''.
Collins said. "When you're a
tailback you got to fight for every
inch. You carry a lot so you know
your going to hurt after."
, Collins always bounces back
after every hard hit. He springs up
immediately and heads back to the
huddle, the hit seeming to be only a
nuisance. He is rarely hit with his
feet planted, which reduces the
chance of a leg injury.
"I spring up to show I'm not
intimidated," Col!ins said. "Once

If Curt Collins was 6-2, 185 pounds, UNH
offensive backfield coach Peter Vaas feels ·
he'd be playing football for Ohio State or
USC. Luckily for UNH, Collins is only 5-8,
168 pounds.
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(Jonathan Blake photo)

'Once in a while someone will try and take
your head off but I just duck under them.'

in a while someone will try and
take your head off but I just duck :
under them."
"Curt Collins is a tough kid, a
real worker," Bowes said. "He's
deceivingly strong. Look at him,
he's a weightlifter. If he takes off
his shirt you can tell he's no
weakling."
Collins was named All-Western
New Yor.k by both major Buffalo
papers last year. Compiling 1200
yards over the course of the
season,(including 248 in on~ game)
Collins sat back and pondered hi·s
future.
·
"I knew the schools that weren't
coming. Ohio State and schools
like that," Collins said. "Kansas
came to talk to me but I didn't even
visit the campus. I love it here."
"IL.Curt Collins were 6-2, 185
pounds, he'd be at Ohio State or
USC (Southern California),"
Vaas said. "He has such quick feet.
The thing I noticed when working
with him at that su_m mer camp was
the way he played in a little game
we had there. He has an instinct
about running with the football.
knows just when to c1,1t and ·when
to put his head down."
"We talk a lot about running
against certain teams in practice .
and before games," Quinn said.
"He doesn't need much talking to
though. He plays like he has a lot
of experience."
Quinn is headed for a big year if
he stays healthy. Together with
Collins, UN H can throw many
looks at an oppos\ng team. Quinn
replacing Collins m the line-up is
like Rich Gossage relieving Phil
Neikro. The hard throwing
fastballer taking over for the
perplexing knuckleballer.
"If Curt can come in on third
and long and get the first down it
keeps the drive going,"Quinn said.
It's tough to defend against the
both of us."
As a freshman you are subjected
to ·a new system with new
terminology and new teammates
and the adjustment ·is sometimes
hard. Collins seems to have
adjusted well to the.college level of
football.
·
"Curt makes- very few mental
errors, which is impressive for a
freshman,"Bowes said. "I'm really
impressed with his -intelligence. He
always runs the right routes and
remember he spent one week at a
9ifferent position.
"I've been saying that he'd do
something spectacular with the
football before the season is over,"
Bowes continued. "He almost took
that screen pass all the wav
Saturday but keep watching him.
Curt Collins is a football player.~•

•
and a ·good ol' time
Old pucks return for a -little ice

The UNH hockey alumni had a reunion at Snively Arena on Friday
night. ( Bill Hill photo)
.

·By Larry McGrath
One minute and twenty seconds
showed on the clock ~s Bobby
Brandt streaked down the ice, in
alone on John "Bozo" Kennedy.
Moving across the Blue line
Brandt began to make his move.
He ducked his shoulder down to
the left and move right. He looked
up ready to fire the puck with the
goaltender at his mercy.
What Brandt saw when he
picked up his head was the back of
the net. "Bozo" had turned the goal
around as a last resort to stop the
charge of the White squad. It was
then and only then that the serious
tone of the first annual UNH
Alumni hockey game was broken.
"Everybody's been talking
about this for years," said Monty
Childs, class of "55. "Bill Rothwell
(UNH Director of Alumni Affairs)
was in a position to make it go and
he did. I hope it's an annual thing. I
really do."
The final score of the second
scrimmage, which involved the
younger (post 1966) alumni was 42 and while everyone took the
game seriously, most felt, as they
say "the game's the thing".
One hundred thirty-one former
UNH hockey players gathered in

Assosciation for a few years. While
Snively Arena Friday night to try
and raise some money for the playing for the Winnepeg Jets he
UNH men's hockey program. The earned the Most Valuable Player
UNH Alumni Assosciation with award in the AVCO cup series
some help from The Friends of (WHA version of the Stanley cup).
UNH Hockey hosted the class · "I've lived in Durham the last
reunion on the ice before about cou~le of years but I've been really
2000 fans. Seventv-one of the· lookmg forward to something like
former Wildcats skated•in a two this," the burly redhead said. "My
house is being used as a residence
scrimmage format.
"I don't think I've been back to this weekend for some of the guys
campus before tonight," Larry coming down from Canada. The
Perkins, cla&s of '42 said. "111 keep people came out to see the guys
coming back for it if I can stay in who have made UNH hockey what
shape. I'm getting a bit old though. it is over the years. That was good.
I'm glad people remembered."
I turned 63 in July."
The .scene shifted after the game
The old-timers in the first
scrimmage skated as hard as their to the Alumni Center for some
younger counterparts. Spills and beer, wine and to share some
crashes came as much from memories with an old school '
aggressiveness as from rusty legs. chum.
"It was a lot of fun," Andy Dube
"I was a little apprehensive at
first," said William Gardener, class from Concord, N.H., class of '58
of '54. "But after a while I could said. "I haven't seen my buddy Bill
keep up. I would have paid to play Gardener since '61."
Liniment may have been in
after that. l)l do this every year for
order . o_n Saturday but the
as long as I can stand up."
The game featured some famous prescn_ptton called only for smiles
hockey names. Names that have Friday. The Alumni h~aded to the·
skated on a higher level after New England Center for a late
graduation and actor Michael dinner following the reception.
Ontkean, class of.'69 . John Gray, a Everyone seemed pleased with Bill
Wildcat wing from the class of '72, Rothwell's production. Tired but
played in the World Hockey pleased.
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Sports
Wildcats put squeeze on Black Bears, 19..;13
By Bill Nader
University of Maine freshman
quarterback Dave Rebholz stood
next to his locker after the
University of New HamJJtshire
defense turned his Saturday
afternoon . into a six interception
disappointment.
When asked if he was confused
by the UNH defense, Rebholz
thought momentarily and said,
"Not really, it might have, I guess
I'm not really sure."
The freshman was playing in
only his second varsity game and
probably,. just wanted to go home
after UNH had recorded its 19-13
homecoming victory.
The game was not. nearly as close
as the ~core might indicate,
primarily because the UNH
defense suffocated the Maine
offense and the UNH offense
suffocated itself.
In the first quarter, UNH began
drives from the Maine 24, 40 and
44 yard lines, and the UNH 46 yard
line, but managed only a 42 yard
field goal despite the territorial
advantage.
.. In the first half the score should
have been, I don't know what,"
said UMaine head coach Jack
Bicknell. The halftime score was 76, Maine, a remarkable
accomplishment considering field
position.
The Black Bears, led by
Rebholz, tried .desperately to
accomodate the homecoming
crowd of 10,252 by playing a
careless brand of football. UNH
cornerback Tom Delozier
intercepted Rebholz' first pass of
the day and returned it to the
Maine 24. But the UNH defense

was back on the field four plays
later.
After UNH placekicker Rusty
Foster kicked a 42 yard field goal
with ease, Rebholz threw his third
pass of the . day, and second
interception, into the hands of
UNH linebacker Jeff Belmont at
the Maine 40. · Once again, four
plays and the Wildcats were
bringing the defense back to work.
With the UNH offense
exhibiting very little of anything,
the Maine offense was worse.
Sophomore tailback Lorenzo
Bouier ("I ain't got nothing to
say")was held to 26 yards in the
first half and more importantly,
was given no room to strut his.
stuff.
·

Scoreboard, page 23
Bouier finished with 96 yards for
the game, the first time he has been
held under l 00 yards all season.
"He's outstanding, a tremendous
taitback," said UNH head coach
Bill Bowes, "so anytime you hold
him to that total, the defense is
doing a job."
. Foster added a 30 yard field goal
early in the second quarter to up
UN H's margin to 6-0, but Rebholz .
settled down after his third
interception, and Maine made a
sudden move to take the lead.
Rebh.olz hit his favorite target,
Pat Madden, (6 receptions, 156
yards) on a 37 yard pass and run
play to the UNH 13. Madden
caught the ball in a crowd with a
leaping reception and then headed
down the sideline before he was
collared.
Rebholz hit fullback Steve

1

1

UNH tailback Jim Quinn extends himself to score the Wildcats' first touchdown in Saturday's Homecoming
.win. (Artlllmanphoto)

McCue for a gain of four and went
right back up top with a nine yard
scoring pass to r:eserve tight end
John N ockett.
"I felt confident that we were
going to come back and do the
things we did (in the second half),"
said Bowes.
What UNH did do was sustain a
drive. The Wildcats used a
diversified offense to move 74
yards in 14 plays, and go in front to
stay, 13-7. Tailback Jim Quinn
barrelled over from the two yard
line, but the score was set up by
freshman Curt Collins' electrifying
run after he gathered in a screen
pass from quarterback Denis
Stevens.
Collins covered 22 yards on the
third down play, bringing the ball
to the three yard line. Earlier in the
drive, Stevens and Collins hooked
up for an 11 yard pass play on a
third and nine.

UNH came right back on its
next possession early in the final
quarter with Quinn and Stevens
alternating as the principal factors
in a 53 yard, 12 play touchdown
drive. Sophomore tailback Dave
Kaas made his entrance into the
game, replacing Quinn,_ and
crashed in from the one yard line.
"He (Bowes) was saving me I
think," said Kaas. "It was Quinny's
touchdown because he did the
work. There's nobody that's going
to stop me on that play."
Quinn left the game with 8,5
yards after he · banged heads with
Maine safety Matt Slane.
"I thought it was bad and then I
got up and it wasn't bad,'' said
Quinn. "1 wanted to stay in, but
they played it cool.
"There was some real good
hitting going on, but we outhit
them," he added with a smile.
On the game's last offensive play

from scrimmage, Rebholz
regained some of his lost respect
with a perfect 66 yard scoring
strike to Madden. The point after
was blocked by Brian Clark, and
the game ended, 19-13.
"I had all the time in the world
and our offense played a great
game,'' said Rebholz. "But you just
can't win when your quarterback
throws five interceptions (actually
it was six). Our other quarterback .
should have been given a chance."
The Quinn-Bouier showdown
was left without a clear winner,
though Quinn used every bit of
self-restraint to not raise his arm in
the air.
·
"I'm not saying I did better than
him, but my offensive line gave me
room and that was the difference,·•
he said. "Our defense stuffed him
all day."
UNH is now 2-3 while Maine is
3-3.

,Kimball, Stearns pace UNH

UNH har~ier Guy Stearns is in a comio~table position just off of the
pace-settmg Gerry Clapper . . (Artlllmanphoto)

By Gerry Miles
.
Sub five minute miles by first
and second place finishers, UNH's
Dean Kimball and Guy Stearns,
proved too swift for the Univer~ity
of Maine at Friday's homecoming
cross-country meet.
The Wildcats posted an easy 1843 win.
Kimball and Stearns opened
with first mile times of 4:47 and
· 4:52 respectively, and while the
Black Bears also displayed early
foot, they could not maintain the
pace in the 4.1 mile course.
· UNH is now 3-1 on the season
with its only loss coming to
Division II St. Anselm's last
Wednesday in Manchester. Maine
is now 8-3
In division one dual meets,
UNH is still undefeated and is
hoping to put in a strong showing
in the New England's and NCAA
qualifying meets, still almost a full
month away.
By the 2.5 mile mark UNH had
· moved up one more runner to open
a slight 27-30 lead. By the four mile
mark UNH opened a lopsided 1936 advantage.
"They let it flow,'' said UNH
coach John Copeland of Kimball
and Stearns. "They ran a very
quick first couple of miles and
Maine just couldn't hold on. But
for a while it was very close." .
Right behind them was rim
Reever, just :-ix seconds off of
Stearns' pace a1.1 putting in his

best performance to date.
Maine's top runners, Gerry
Clapper, Don Ward, and Brad
Brown had strung themselves out
and Clapper didn't finish as
Maine's number one man until 15
seconds after Reever.
UNH's Rich Robinson ran
fourth followed by Kevin
Haddock who locked the victory
up. Philo Pappas, Dean Morrow
and John McAlpine were sixth,
seventh and eighth providing
depth once again.
The separation time between
each runner was never greater than
25 seconds and all of the top eight
ran under a 5:30 per mile pace
throughout the course.
"Their training level is still very,
very high," commented Copeland
about his runners. "There has to be
something there to keep this
intensity and psychology
. component there and it's there.
"Our long range goal (almost a
month away) is the New England's
and then the NCAA's qualifying
races. You have to be mature to
keep up that level ot mtensity of
training especially with long range
goals like that. And we have it."
"They know how important It ts
to keep it and run well," added
Copeland. ·
Now, after running two races in
three days, UNH goes back to the
average of one race per week
before the long range goals loom
closer to the completion of the

season.
By comparison, the University
of Oregon runs maybe one dual
meet for a whole seas·on, according
to Copeland, and puts all of its
training and work toward national
competition at the end of the cross
country season. Of course, one
must also be aware of the caliber of
competition that the prestigious
running school attracts.
Copeland likened the fresh start
of Robinson into the UNH scoring
to that of past letterman George
Reed who also had very little
trouble adjusting to the increased
distance of five miles from the 2.5
or 3.0 length run in high school
competition.
·
"He ( Robinson) had only run a
couple of five mile races before
coming here and did well," said
Copeland.
Also along these lines is the ever
increasing improvement of Dean ·
Morrow who had relatively little
track experience before coming to
UNH to run.
"He's shown a big improvement
too,'' noted Copeland. "He's got a
future ahead of him too."
Scott Yakola will be lost for the
rest of the fall season according to
Copeland. Suffering from knee
problems, doctors have told the
young freshman that a minimum
of 12 weeks of rest and
rehabilitation will be needed
before he gets on the road to start
working again.

